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KIDWLEDGE-DEVmoHmLu' IN APPLIED 8C'IEN:E='IHE GSE OFRARE°

by
Maarten Heyboer

Coumittee Chairman: Gary L. DowneyCenter for the Study of Science in Society
(AB8'1'RAc'1‘)

This study traces the evolution of the applied ecological
discipline of range management in terxrs of the goals, methods, concepts,
and criteria developed by range management for their science
between 1897 and 1920. It argues, in contrast to the traditional view
üuat describes the knowledge—devel0pment process in applied science as‘
just science applied to social problems, that wider social goals,
values, concepts, ard criteria play a definite role in shaping the
applied science know1edge—develop¤1·ent process.

The first generation of range management allowed the
primary users of the knowledge in the wider society, the stockmen in the
West and Southwest, to have a direct influence on the knowledge-
development process. The next generation of scientists eliminated the
stockme.n's direct influence on the lmowledge-development process, yet
the stockmen still influenced that process irdirectly in various ways.

This study concludes that an orientation towards the wider society
that actually applies the knowledge is characteristic of range
management and may be illustrative of illustrative of many applied
sciences. Due to that orientation towards the wider society and to thei
wider society's influence on üxe scientist's choice of methods,
concepts, ard criteria, another characteristic of range management ard
possibly of other applied sciences is a tension in the knowledge-
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development process between that orientation and the individual gcals of
scientists _in their research.
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IN1'K>DUC‘1'ION
8'11T¤EN'1• OF BE PROBLEM

'Ihe traditional view of the knowledge-developxrerut process
characteristic of applied science within the USDA ard the state
agricultural experiment stations argues that applied science is just
science applied to social problerrs.1 Such a view presumes a sharp
separation between science ard society, while implicitly reifyi.ng both
science ard society. Society provides the problem, ard science provides
the solutions. Yet neither the focus on the problem nor on society has
any direct or irdirect influence on the knowledge-production process or
on the knowledge produced, other than providing an impetms for research
by irdicating a problem. Knowledge—development in applied science is

1 In the secord half of the nineteenth century, the U.S governmentcreated several institutions to foster the development ard diffusion ofknowledge useful to farmers ard ranchers. In 1862, Congress created theU.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) . Later that same year, Congresspassed the Morrill I.ard—Grant Act, creating the lard—grant colleges. In1887, President Clevelard signed the Hatch Act, ard the federalgoverrment began to provide financial support to state agriculturalexperi.ment stations. Congress completed the system in 1914 byinstitutionalizing an extension service to ensure that ü1e knowledgereached the agriculturists. For a history of science in the USIIA, see 'I'.Swann Harding, 1947, 'Iwo Blades of Grass: A Histogg of ScientificDevelgggt in the U.S. of Aggicmlture (Norman, OK:University of Oklahoma Press), ard A. Hunter Drpree, 1957, Science inthe Federal Government: A History of Policies ard Activities to 1940(Cambridge, MA: the Belknap Press of Harvard University Press). On t.heexperiment stations, see Norwood A. Kerr, 1987, 'Ihe ggg: A CentennialHistory of the State gicultural gg@i1rent Stations, 1887-1987(Columbia, MO: University of Missouri, Missouri Agricultural EbcperiuentStation); ard Edward H. Beardsley, 1969, grg L. Russell ardgicultural Science in Wisconsin (Madison ard Milwaukee, WI: 'IheUniversity of Wisconsin Press). On the extension service, see Roy V.Scott, 1970, 'Ihe Reluotant Farmer: 'Ihe Rise of gicultural Extension to1914 (Urbana & Chicago, IL: University of Illi.nois Press).
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therefore presxmed to be the same as in the "pure" sciences.2 'Ihe
traditional view furthermore assumes Umat scientists ard society share
the same goal. 'Ihe iadividual goals of scientists in their research ard
the more general objective of the applied science are presumed to be the
same because the objective provides the impetus for the scientists to
generate new research questions. 'Ihat view then identifies two probleus
facing applied science: the autonauy of science ard adapting
üienewlmowledgetofitthesocialardecoruuicworldoftlxerarxiiers

ard farmers.3
Applied scientists present the same view of knowledge-development

in applied science. 'Ihe chemist W.O. Atwater, the first director of the
Office of Experiment Stations in the USM, gave a good summary of that
view when articulating a stardard for agricultural research.4 He argued
thataftertalkingtothefarmerstodetermdrwetkxeirpreblerxs, t.he
scientists should generate their own questions for research, guided not
by those problems but by their disciplines. 'Ihey should then draw on
their disciplines' methods ard concepts - ard if necessary develop new
methodsardconcepts-tocarryo.1tt11eirresearr:1·1. Iheyshouldalso
use the criteria of their disciplines to evaluate their research. 'Ihe
goal of the scientists, developi.ng new knowledge, rather than the goal
of the farmer, solving the problems facing agricultu1re, should thus be

2 Dupree, 1957, 152-7, therefore describes that knowledge-
. development process as the "problem approadi."

3 For a discussion of these problems, see Dapree, 1957; Beardsley,1969; Scott, 1970; Kerr, 1987; ard Charles E. Rosenberg, 1961, No OtherGods: On Science and American Social 'I'h@t (Baltimore: 'Ihe JohnsHopkins University Press), 153-72.
4 'Ihis account is based primarily on Kerr, 1987, 38-47.
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the principle motivating research. In 1888, Atwater stated that
in research "the highest scientific ideal [should] be maintained ard
every effort [should] be made towards its realization."5 'Ihe scientists
should concentrate on corducting the '°most abstract ard profourd
research, "6 without worrying about the potential application of the
lmowledge. Finally, they should publish the results in such a way that
t.he farmer could urderstard them.

This study traces the historical development of the applied
eoological discipline of range management. In it, I argue that wider
social goals, values, concepts, ard criteria play a definite role in
shaping the applied science kncmledge-production process. Specifically,
the goals, etc., of the users of the knowledge, in this case the
stockmen in the West ard Southwest, influenced that process.

Ecologists study the interrelationships between organisms ard their
environment. Haeckel coined the term "0ekologie" in 1866 to refer to
the body of knowledge conoerned with the economy of nature. He thought
ecologists should study the totality of relationships between animals
ard their organic ard inorganic environment.7

I will show that range managers, as applied ecologists, analyze how
human actions affect those interrelationships. Sometimes they analyze

5 W.O. Atwater, quoted in H.C. Knoblauch, E.M. Law, W.P. Meyer,B.F. Beacher, R.B. Nestler, ard B.S. White, Jr., 1962, "StateAgricultural Experiment Stations: A History of Research Policy ardProcedure," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication904, 83.
6 rbid. , 66.
7 See w.C. Allee, Orlardo Park, Alfred E. Emerson, 'Ihomas Park, ardKarl P. Schmidt, 1949, Principles of Animal Ecolgy (Philadelphia ardIordon: W.B. Saunders Company), frontispiece.
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how human actions have affected those interrelationships in ways that
hurttheorganisrrsardtlxeerwirprmnent, atoüaertineslamhmnanscan
nanagetheorganisusardthee1wiro1·u1uenttogainber1efitswit1w¤1t
hurting the envirormxent. 'Ihey then attenpt to construct management
plans fortheuseofther*ar1gebasedo1·xt.t1eiroft.l‘1e
interrelationships between organisxrs and their environment on the range.

Range management evolved out of attempts by government scientists
totackletheproblems facingstockmenint:l1eWestardSo11tl1west. By
theerdoftheni.11eteent11cer1tv.1ry, therangeswherestoclmengrazed
their animals had deteriorated tremendously. Althc>ugh the federal
government owned most of the lard, sheepuen ard cattlemen killed each
other in attempts to monopolize access to the "free" range, often under
themistakenbeliefthatsheepardcattlecouldmtgrazetlaesanearea.

Manypeopleopposedgrazing, arguingit interferedwithotlmerusesard
with preservation of natural resources.8

Between 1898 ard 1902, the foundation for the research program of
range management was developed by allowing the users of the knowledge -
the stockmen — direct influence on the knowledge production process.
Once the first had established that fourdation, however, the
next generation of scientists gradually eliminated the users' direct
influence on research. By 1920, only scientists determined the course
oftheresea.rchprogram. Yetthisstudyattemptstos„l1owt11ateventhen

8 For a more detailed discussion of the ccxdition on the range atthe turn of the century, see M.W. Talbot ard F.P. Cronemiller, 1961,"Scme of the Beginnings of RangeManagement,'°Phnagement14 (2) :95-102; ard Philip O. Foss, 1960, Politics ard Grass:The Administration of Grazg on the Publig Domain (Seattle: Universityof Washington Press), esp. 33-4. ·
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the social_ objective of the research program influenced the scientists'
choice of methods, concepts, ard criteria used to produce ard evaluate
knowledge. Analyzing the historical develogment of that research
program between 1898 ard 1920 in terus of changes in the relationship
between science ard society, ard its effect on the knowledge—production
process therefore provides us with scme insights into both the
establishment ard evolution of an applied science ard the history of
range management.

One of the outstarding problems in Science and Technology Studies
(STS) concerns the nature ard validity of the knowledge produced by the
applied sciences ard technology. 'Ihis problem is even more significant
because any analysis of applied sciences appears to require the
integration of social ard philosophical perspectives. 'Ihe naive model
thatteckmologyardtlreapplied sciencesarenothirxgnorethantlre
application of knowledge developed by the "pure" sciences has recently
been challenged by many historians, sociologists, ard philosophers of
science ard technology. Brt there is currently no agreement on how to
analyze the nature ard validity of the knowledge produced by
technologists ard applied scientists. In the conclusion, this study
attempts to show that due to the influence of the relationship between
science and society on the knowledge—production process a tension
emerges between the general objectives of the research program ard the
goals of particular bits of research.9 'Ihat tension influences the

giokeeptlreanalysisrruanageable, thiscasestudyfocussesononeelement of the relationship between science ard society, that betweenscienceardthestcdmxenintheWestardScn1thwestvd1ohadtI1e1rostimmediate interestinthenewlmowledgebecausetheiruseoftherarrgecould potentially be affected by the scientists' knowledge.
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scientistsf use and developnent of methods, concepts, and criteria, ardis therefore illustrative of the applied science knowledge-production
process.

REVIEW

Only one historical analysis deals exclusively with the development
ofknowlecigeinrarrgenranagerrnerut, ardthataccountisbasedonthe
assumption that society only provides the prcblem, hrt has no influenceon the actual knowledge-development prccess. 'Ihe author, Thomas
Alexander, a historian of the American West, gives an interesting
account of research corducted in the Interndmtain Region of the Forest
Service between 1905 and 1930.10 He recognizes that applied science
does not siirply consist of firding ways to apply knowledge developed bythe "pure" sciences. 'Ihe scientists whose research he describes
developed new knowledge. Nevertheless, because he accepts that
assumption about applied science, he does not analyze whether there areany characteristics illustrative of the knowledge—development process inapplied science. Instead, he presents us with a picture in which
applied science knowledge-development is just l.iJ<e that in "pure"
science, basing his view of science on the philosophy of 'Ihcmas S. Kulm.His emphasis on research in the Intermountain Region after 1905 also
shapes his analysis. He does not analyze contrihrtions made by

inotherregionsardhedoesrrotrecogr1izet11atstepshad
already been undertaken to replace rule of thumb management with

10 'lhcmas c. Aiexanaef, 1987, ·•Fr¤¤ Rule of rnumb to ScientificRange Management: mne Case of the Intemountain Region of the Forestservice," Western Historical 1y, 18(4) :409-28.
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management based on knowledge generated by research.

Other historians briefly discuss the developuent of knowledge in
range management to provide a background for their analyses of public
policy. William Rowley, Philip Foss, and Lawrence Rakestraw describe
aspects of the science of range management in their analyses of natural

resource policy on the ranges.l1 The development of the knowledge is

not analyzed. Instead, the knowledge is taken as given. 'Ihose studies

tend to describe the results of knowledge production, and concentrate on
analyzing the impact of that knowledge on public policy.

'Iheiranalysesarebasedonthesaxrxeuxadeloflcrxvwledege-

development in applied sciences. 'Ihey tend to assume that science,
including applied science, develops knowledge according to its own inner
logic, autonomous from society. Society may point out some problems the

scientists can study, but that is the extent of society's influence on
science. Lawrence Rakestraw, for example, in his article on the

controversy over sheep grazing in the Cascade Mountains in Oregon,
recognizes that the researeher was influenced by his contacts with the
stockmen, most notably John Minto. In his analysis, however, he then

skips a step. He moves from discussing the contacts with
Mintodirectlyintoananalysisoftlxeresultsoftliestaidytosetthe

stage for the analysis of the public debate over government policy with

respect to grazing. He does not clearly analyze the exact nature of

Minto's influence on the development of the knowledge because of the

11 William D. Rowley, 1985, U.S Forest Service Grazgg and
@elands, a History (College Station, TX: Texas A&M University Press),
esp. chapter 4, "'Ihe Science of Management;" Philip 0. Foss, 1960; ard
Lawrence Rakestraw, 1958, "Sheep Grazing in the Cascade Range: John

I
Minto vs. John Muir," Pacific Historical Review, 27(4) :371-82.

l
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presumption that the knowledge—developuent process proceeds autoncxnous

from society.

Furthermore, theydonotanalyzewhetherra1·1genxanager·s<:1rar1ged

conceptstlreyadoptedfromecology. Inpart, thatisduetothe

assumption that the applied sciarces fird ways to apply knowledge

developedbythepuresciences. Itisalsoduetotheviewthat science

is autonomous. 'Ihe methods ard concepts used by applied sciartists are
therefore presurned to be similar to those used by scientists, ard nature

should therefore give the same answer. On the basis of those

assumptions it may not make sense to worder whether applied scientists
changeccnceptsardurethodstlreyadopt frcmthepuresciences. Onthe

contraxy, itmaymakemoresarsetothinktI1eydonotcl1ar·nget11ose

methods ard concepts, but just utilize what is available. Rowley, for

example, briefly describes the concepts ard methods range managers

adopted from plant ecology. But he does not analyze whether they

changedthoseconcepts, aslwillshowtheydid. Heonlydescribesthe

way ecologists used those concepts ard methods, ard then däcribes how

range managers applied than to provide the fourdation for scientific

managanent of the range. 'Ihe heart of his analysis is then concerned

with the question how that scientific fourdation was incorporated in
public policy.

'Ihe historian Ronald Tobey briefly discusses some aspects of the

anergence of range managanent in his account of the history of ecology.

His analysis concentrates on the historical developnent of the fi.rst

school of plant ecology in the United States. He touches on range
managanent because many scientists trained i.n pure ecology moved into
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range management beginning in the 1930's. According to Tobey, some of

those eoologists moved into range management because they thought their

discipline could help solve the problens facing the range during the

mst Bowl. Others saw an opportunity for a career in bringing knowledge

from pure to applied ecology.l2

Unfortunately, 'Iobey reinforoes the idea that pure science provides

the fouxdation for applied science. Initially, according to Tobey,

Frederick E. Clements, the developer of the dominant theory in plant

eoology between 1900 ard 1930, provided that fourdation. his

career, Clements attempted to show the practical value of eoology.

Later, his students provided that foundation when they moved into range

management. Yet Tobey does not analyze the history of range management

prior to the migration of the eoologists into range management. Nor

does he mention that there is a history. He therefore leaves the

impression that range management did not become a knowledge-producer

until "pure" eoologists moved into range management.13

12 See Ronald C. Tobey, 1981, Savg the Prairies: 'Ihe Life Qycle
of the Fourdg School of American Plant Ecology, 1895-1955 (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press), esp. 220.

13 Including an analysis of some of the early range management
would have foroed Tobey to ask some different questions about the
emergence of the "pure" science of plant ecology. Some of Cle:ments'
ideas and methods bear a striking resemblance to ones developed by range
management researdiers. Clements acknowledged the similarities, but
never discussed to what extent they had influenoed him. Range managers
also adopted some of his concepts ard methods, but never wholesale.
'Ihey offered significant criticisus of Clements' use of those ideas, ard
changed them before adopting them in range management. Clements cited
the articles in which range managers critiqued his ideas, but never
acknowledged or the criticisms. He did, however, attempt to
refute t.he criticisms made by his peers in "pure" eoology. See
Frederick E. Clements, 1928, Plant Succession ard Irdicators: A
Definitive Edition of Plant Successiog ard Plant Irdicators (New York:
'Ihe H.W. Wilson Company), esp. 224-32. 'Ihe question then arises to what
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Frank Egerton, who has written the most cauprehensive review of
applied ecology, inclxding range management, argues that the potential
for ecologically based management of natural resources was not formally
reoognized until after World War II.14 He acoepts Tobey's view of range
management as an applied eoological discipline, ard argues there could
not be any applied eoological disciplines until applied eoological
investigations were linked clearly with the pure science of ecology.
His criterion for the emerwgence of applied ecology is not the nature ard
validity of the knowledge-production process in applied eoological
disciplines. Rather, it is the existenoe of obvious institutional
expressions of linkage with t.he pure science. Inadvertently, therefore,
although he wants to reoognize that applied sciences are characterized
by unique knowledge-production processes, he draws our attention away
from analyzing aspects of those processes by focussing on the link with
ecology.

Furthermore, without analyzing the history of range management
priortotheperioddis<:x1ssedby'I*obey, Eger‘tonalsot.l*1i.r1}<stherewasno
formal science of range management before the erd of World War II
because institutions, journals, ard legislation centered primarily
arourd applied eoology did not become institutionalized until then.

extent an applied science influenced theoretical ard methodological
developments in the "pure" science of plant ecology. Tobey
unfortxmately does not address that question - it would canplicated hisotherwise excellent analysis tremerdously. Addrwessing that question isalso beyord the scope of this analysis, but this analysis will help set
the stage to address it by analyzing the sources Clements' was aware ofbut Tobey ignored in his analysis.

14 Frank N. Egerton, 1985, "'Ihe History of Ecology: Achievementsard Opportunities," Journal of the Histog of Biolggy, 18(1) :103-43.
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Formal education in range management, however, had begun in the first
two decades of the twentieth century. Range managers influenced public
lard policy through the USM, whe.re most of them worked, and influenced
Congress on legislation pertaining to grazing on the public lards in
1926 ard 1936.15 It also is clear that ecologists ard other scientists
were aware of the potential to apply ecological knowledge to natural
resource management mda earlier.16

Sociologists ard philcsophers have not analyzed knowledge-
production in range management at all. 'Ihey have only recently begun to
analyze ecology, and restricted their analyses to "pure" ecology.17
Several reasons can account for that neglect. If we accept the

15 See U.S Congress, Senate, Comnittee on Public lards and Surveys,"Hearing Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 347," 69th Congress, 1stSession, 1926, part 1, Vol. 246; ard U.S. Congress, Senate, "A Report onUae Western Range: A Great but Neglected Natmral Resouroe," 74thCongress, 2d Session, 1936, Senate Document 199, Vol. 7.
16 For example, see B.E. Fernow, 1903, "Applied Ecology," Science,17:605-7; Stephen A. Forbes, 1915, "'Ihe Ecological Foundations ofApplied Entcmology," Annals of the Entomolgy Sociegg of America, 8:1-19: J.W. Toumey, 1928, Fourdations of Silviculture gn an EcolgicalBasis (New York: John Wiley ard Sons); Aldo Leopold, 1933, GameManagement (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons); W.P. Taylor, 1936, "Whatis Ecology ard What Good is It?" Ecolgy, 17:333-46; ard H.L. Shantz,1940, "‘Ihe Relation of Plant Ecology to Himaan Welfare," Ecolggical, 10:311-42.

17 For some analyses of ecology by sociologists or philosopherssee, Dorothy NeZIJ<in, 1977, "Scientists and Professional Responsibility:'Ihe Experience of American Ecologists," Social Studies of Science,7(1):75-95; Daniel Siuuberloff, 1980, "A Succession of Paradigrrs inEcology: Essentialism to Materialism ard Probabilism," Synthese, 43:3-39; Marjorie Grene, 1980, "A note on Simberloff's ‘Succession ofParadigms in Ecology,"' ggthese, 43:41-45; Richard Levins ard RichardIewontin, 1980, "Dialectics ard Reductionism in Ebology," ,43:47-48; Robert P. Mclntosh, 1985, 'Ihe Ba of Ecolgy: Concegard 'Iheory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). Although theseworks do not analyze applied ecology, they may provide an integral partof future analyses of applied ecology when we extend our analysis toinclude the transmission of knowledge from p.1re to applied ecology.
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assumption that knowledge-developnent in the applied sciences is si.milarto that in the "pure" sciences, as the historians mentioned above do,
thereisreallynoreasontofocusoz1anappliedscie11celiJ<erar1ge
management. We may then legitimately rvestrict our analyses to the"pure" science, where we do not have to worry
aboutlmowledgewlevelopnentfrom application of knowledge.

Furthermore, if there are irdeed ways that society plays a role inshaping the knowledge—production process in applied science, as I willattempt to show, then that introduces at least two complications for thesociologist and philosopher. First, analysis of the influence of thatrole in shaping knowledge—production would requi.re the skills of boththe sociologist and philosopher. In fact, even those historians whoassume range management research is just like knowledge—production in"pure" science drew on models from both sociology ard philosophy intheir analyses. Alexarder, for example, drew from the works of Max
Weber, Anthony Giddens, Robert L. Heilbroner, ard Alfred D. Chardler,'
Jr., as well as Kuhn; ard Tobey relied exterrsively on both Kuhn ardDiane Crane's notion of "invisible colleges." Second, if society irdeedhas that influence, then we may not be able to generalize from
particular studies. We need to consider that in eadx case a differentsocial context provides the baczkground, ard that the influence of therole of society on shaping knowledge—production may therefore vary ineach context. Yet sociologists ard philosophers have, until recently,been conoerned primarily with developing generalized sociological ard
philosophical models to account for the knowledge-development processesin the sciences. Even if we can develop ways to generalize about
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knowledge-develcprent in the applied sciences, we may still not be able
toconstructmodelsonthebasisoftlmsegereralizatiuas. Itisnct
surprising therefore that sociologists ard philosophers have not paid
mich attention to applied sciences like range management.

One work, however, deserves mention because it clai.ms to be an S'IS-
type analysis ard because it presents an argument that societal
influences can direct the course of knowledge-develogxrerxt. In Mission-
Orientation in Ecology, Jacqueline Crarrer argues t.hat societal goals can
be integrated into research strategies.l8 'Ihcse societal goals can
therefore influence the development of concepts ard rrethods within a
particular discipline, or i.nfluence the extension of concepts ard
rrethods in particular directions. 19 She argues that Dxtch ecologists
saw social orientation - or mission-orientation, as she calls it - as a

18 Jacqueline Crarrer, 1987, Mission—Orientation in Ecolgy: 'IheCase of Dutch Fresh-water Ecolgg (Arrsterdam, the Netherlards: Rodopi) .
19 Her argument was influenced tremendously by the finalizationmovexrent in science studies. The finalists argued that factors externalto science can at times influence theoretical developments withinscience (see Gernot Bohne, Wolfgang van den Daele, Rainer Hohlfeld,Wolfgang Krohn, Wolf Schafer, 1983, Finalization in Science: 'Ihe SocialOrientation of Scientific , ed. by Wolf Schafer, translated byPete Burgess (Dordrecht, Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Ounpany). 'Ihemovenent contained a strong normative and Marxist currponent in that thefinalists argued that gcvernrrents thus could ard shculd steerdeveloprrents in science by rreans of science policy to meet social needs.'Ihe movement i.mrrediately attacked by both scientists ard science studiesanalysts, andthedebatewaspic.kedupbyt1·xemassrrediainGer1r1any

because of its implications for science policy. 'Ihe attacks centeredprimarily on the finalists' view of science. Sure were trcubled by thefinalists' attack on the autonomy of science. Others questioned thefinalists division of science into stages. For a review of thecriticisms ard the debate in the mass uedia, see Frank R. Pfetsch, 1979,'"Ihe ‘Finalization' Debate in Germany: Sure Cuments and Ebcplanations,"Social Studies of Science 9:115-24.
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means to develop theory.2O

Unformnately, she never establishes her case clearly. She shows

how society's interest in ecology increased the amount of funding
available for ecological research. She also showed how a group of

scientists subscri.bing to a minority view - the ecosystem concept, ard

thesudyofecosystemdynandcsardprodLx:tivity-receivedtt1eh1JJcof

thefurding. While itistruethatthegoverrmermtasacorditionfor

funding the research stipulated that the ecologists concentrate on

ecosystem productivity, she never establishes that this had any effect

on either the knowledge-production process or on the nature of the

knowledge produced. Those scientists received a ccmpetitive advantage

over their colleagues by havi.ng their research funded, ard could

therefore develop new insights into ecosystem dynamics. But that does

not inply that the social direction actually influenced the kinds of

concepts ard methods that the ecologists developed. She thus cverstates

her clai.m that societal goals can be integrated into lmowledge

production.

Range managers and scientists within the USM at tina also

reviewed the history of their discipline.21 Most of those accounts

20 Cramer, 1987, 215.
21 See William R. Chapline, Robert S. Campbell, Raymord Price, ard

George Stewart, 1944, "The History of Western Range Research,"
ggicultural Histog, 18(3):127-43; Robert S. Camrbell, 1948,
"Milestones in Range Managment," Journal of @e Managment, 1(10) :4-
8; Laurence A. Stoddart, 1950, "Range Managment," in Fijg; Years of
Forestgg in the U.S.A., ed. by Robert K. Winters ( D.C.:
Society of American Foresters) , 113-135; William R. Chapline, 1951,
"Range Managment History ard Philosophy," Journal of @e Managment,
4(9) :634-8; Arthur W. Sampson, 1955, "Where Have We Been ard Where are
We Going in Range Managment?" Journal of äge nt, 8(6): 241-6;
Talbot ard Cmnemiller, 1961; ard William R. Cnapline, 1980, "First Ten
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simply the accomplishments ard are not very analytical. Although
theYY@SP@¤ttheworkoftheearlyI=esear·d1ersinestablishirxgtl1e
research program, they fail to analyze in any detail how that knowledgewas developed. They describe the period between 1898 ard 1908 as
Characterized by "observational type studies,"22 or as the "exploratoryperiod."23 The value of those early studies lay in the fact üiat they"irdicated the real necessity of range Iesearch."24 Those scientists
also acknowledged the value of the reoonmenaations on range management
articulated by the first . Nevertheless, because they failto analyze the knowledge-production process, they do not recognize thatthose early studies contributed more to the knowledge-base of rangemanagement than merely the recognition of the need for further study.

Furthermore, when those scientists discuss the relationship betweenrange management ard other disciplines, they terd not to analyze the
exact nature of that relationship. They ooncentrate instead on
outlining what those other disciplines have contributed. Those reviews,moreover, are sometimes merely a glorification of past accomplishmentsard the value of "pure" science. The purpose then is to justify
continued furdi.ng ard to argue that scientists should be free of anykird of social interference in their research.25 Those reviews are
Years of the Office of Grazing Studies," @elands, 2(6) :223-7.22 Talbot ard Cronemiller, 1961, 99.

23 Chapline et a1, 1944, 127.
24 rbid., 128.
25 Although most of these reviews written by scientists suffer fromthat malady Somewhat, one is really built on nothing but that kind ofargument. See Harding, 1947.
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nevertheless, important historical documents because they mention most of

the major works that have shaped the development of range management.

MEHDD AND MATERIAL8

Iwill attempttoshowinthisstudyoftlredevelopurerrtofrarxge

management as an example of an applied science that society - in this
case the stockmen — played a continuous role in shaping the knowledge-

development process. To show the influence of te stockmen on the

knowledge—develo;xrent process of range management , I will

analyze the goals, concepts, methods, ard criteria outlined in primary
sources as appropriate for research in range management.

If society i.rdeed influenoed knowledge-developxrent, we would expect

to see it reflected at least in the objectives of range management's

research program. We would expect that the objective of the research

plan was not just to develop new knowledge, but to develop new knowledge

that could provide the fourdation for a management plan usable by

society. In fact, that was why the U.S. government sponsored research

insudrareasasrarxgenranagerrxentz tohelpthefarrx1er~sardra1*x7I1er·s..

‘Ihe traditional view of government-sponsored applied science in
agriculoure also shcwed that influence as providing the research

progra1rs' objectives, thereby providing the i.mpetus for researoh. Yet
this thesis will challenge their assrmrption that society did not

influence other elements of the knowledge-production process.

I inclrdemethodsardconceptsaspartoftlreanalysisbecausetrrey

constitute the means used to achieve the research program's objective.
'Ihey are the cornerstones of the practice of e:mpirically—oriented

I 1 _ _f
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applied sciences like range management because they provide the
foundation for the formulation, execution ard interpretation of
experiments. 'lhisstudyatternptstoshowtlrattlrestoclcrrerrinfluerrced
the scientists' use of concepts ard methods, ard also influenced the
development of new concepts ard methods. Fi.nally, I will foars on the
criteria scientists used to evaluate new knowledge they had produced.
'Ihose criteria determine the validity of the knowledge. I will
therefore analyze whether the stockmen played a role shaping the
scientists' interpretation of each experiment, ard whether the
stockmen's interpretation influenced the scientists' judgment whether
the new knowledge contributed to meeting the objective of the research
PY°9¤°am·

'Do accumulate the data necessary for this thesis, I collected a
group of articles ard books, most of which were written by range
managers; the rest of whidr were written by ecologists. I analyzed
thosearticlesardboo1<sinterrrrsoft1regoals, methods, conceptsardi
criteria articulated by their authors as appropriate for applied
ecology. Ialsoercarrrinedtlregerreral ecologytextsreferredinthose
books ard papers. 'Ihe purpose, however, was not to compare "pure" ard
"applied" ecology. Applied ecologists urdoubtedly integrated concepts
ard methods from pure ecology — they do not operate in isolation. When
they integrated methods or concepts frau pure ecology into their
discipline, I pointed that out, but limited the analysis to the way
applied ecologists used ard defined those concepts ard methods. 'Ihe
objective is to analyze the role these concepts ard methods played in
applied ecological knowledge-developnent.
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I used_several strategies to locate those articles ard books.
First, I worked backwards through bibliographic citations in order to
identify the books ard articles that are considered crucial by range
managers. Second, I used review articles ard syrrposia concerred with
the developrent of range managment ard with the question of the
application of ecological knowledge. Sudr articles appeared, for
example, in the Qournal of @e (first published in 1948),
in Agpicultural Histog, in Ecolggy, ard in Ecolgical Mo.
'Ihese allowed ue to identify traditions, thereby cutlirring at least a
part of the conceptual framework of the field, ard also poirrted to
important books ard articles in each field. 'Ihird, each year, the
Secretary of the Department of Agriculture publishes a review of that
year's work in the Yearbook of the of ggiculture. I
examined the "Report of t.he Secretary" it contains to gain sone insights
into the important work in range managment for each year. Fourth, I
used secordary sources, especially Bgerton, Van Dyne, ard R¤wley.26
Although each of these sources contains its own bias, they are useful
resourcesifusedcarefully. Intheseparticulartexts, Iwasas
interestedintheprirrarysourcescitedbytlreirautlrorsasirrtlreir
argurrents.

Fifth, I used articles that appeared in journals targeted at a
wider audience, including Science ard stockmen's magazines ard journals.

26 Egerton, 1985; Rcwley, 1985; ard George M. Van Dyne, ed., 1969,'Ihe stem Concept in Natural Resource Managment Yorkr AcademicPress). Van Dyne's book contains a collection of articles revrewingvarious fields in applied ecology that argue that applied ecology has"philosophical validity of its cum" (ecologists ard forester StephenSpurr, in Van Dyne, 3).
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'Ihese may articulate elements of the conoeptrual frauework that applied

ecologists wanted. to project to a larger audience. Sixth, I analyzed

books used as textbooks in universities, both to analyze

theframeworkthey outlined for the students as appropriate for applied

ecology, and also as a resource pointing me to texts their authors

considered significant.27 Last, three general works on range ecology

and research have also been helpful in identifying crucial concepts and

methods in range management.28

27 Arthur W. Sampson, 1923, ß__a_rge__and Pasture_l^Ian1age11nent (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc); Arthur W. Sanvpson, 1952, R_;1_nge Management:
Principles and Pra_g_t;ic__e.5 (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Im.); ami
Laurence A. Stoddart and Arthur D. Smith, 1955, Rgpge rgxanaqement, second
edition (New York: McGraw-Hill · Book Company). 2

28 Robert R. Humphrey, 1962, Range Ecgpgy (New York: ‘Ihe Ronald
Press CompanY) 7 National Research Council, Committee on Range and
Pasture Problems, 1962, Basic Problems and__';‘_e_c_;l__migpes in gage Research
(Washington D.C.: National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Publication No. 890): John F. Vallentine and Phillip L. Sims,
1980, (De-tr¤it= Gale
Research Company) .
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CHAPTER ONE
OF AN APPLIED SCIIIME RESEA@ PIUGRAM:

·
®CIE'I'Y'8 CRITERIW OF ••IMMEDIATE U'I'ILI'1'Y.••

In 1896, the Secretary of the Interior asked the National Academy
of Sciences to investigate range corditions. The Academy appoi.nted a
cmrmittee consisting primarily of Harvard ard Yale professors ard
curators of museurrs, ard only one forester, Gifford Pinchot.l The
preservationist John Muir also accompanied the cmmittee, ard his ideas
influenced its conclusion that grazing should be excluded from all
Forest Reserves. That reccmmerdation caused an irmrsdiate uproar among
thestockmenintheWest.2 TheSecretaryt11enas1~:edt11eUSMtolook
into the problem. Beginning in .1897, USM perforrrsd several
studies to examine the backgrourd of those problems. Between 1897 ard
1902, as a result of those studies, many basic principles ard methods
for range management were developed ard pit into practice. 3

OF THE RESEARCH PIUGRAM: 1897-1902.
The first range managerrsnt allowed the primary users

of the range, the stockmen whose livelihocd deperded on it, influence on
the knowledge-production process. Their studies provided the fourdation
for a research program. They pointed to specific problems, ard sms

1 Those may have been the only qualified scientists available.
2 For a more detailed analysis of this cm1mittee's activities ardthe effect of its report in the West, see Rowley, 1985, 25-31; *Rakestraw, 1958, 375-6, 380-2; ard D.1pree, 1957, 242-44.
3 Talbot ard Cronemiller, 1961, 99, argue that these studies"yielded many clues to basic principles in management ard improvedsysterrs of grazing," that "were inccrpcrated into the grazing policypertaining to prblic lards, ard to a large extent are in effect today."

20
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possible solutions subsequent could test. 'Ihey also
developedscmaofthefirstoonceptsaxdnatlmdstostxdytüararxge, ard
developed nathods to test ard revise knowledge. Finally, they
established the objective of range managarant. 'Ihe Stocknan played that
direct role in the developnant of knowledge only for a short time -
however, their influence would pernaate the fourdation of range
managenant's research program.

In 1897, t.he USDA commissioned two studies to examine corditions on
the Western range. In one, Frederick V. Coville exambaa the effects of
sheepgrazingontherangeint11eCascadeMo1mtainsofOregon. Inthe
other, H.L. Bentley, ard Jared G. Smith examined the cordition of the
range in the Southwest.

Coville was born i.n New Jersey in 1867 ard received his A.B. from
Cornell in 1887. In 1888, t.he USDA hired him as an assistant botanist;
five years later, he was promoted to chief botanist. In 1890, before
the USDÄ sent him to Oregon, he corducted an ecological study of Death
Valley.4 At the tina they wrote their articles, Smit.h was an assistant
chief of the USDA's Division of Agrostology, ard Bentley was a special
agent of the USDA.5 All irdications are that neither had any formal

4 See Eugera Cittadino, 1980, "Ecology ard die Professionalizationof Botany in America," Studies in the History of Biolgy 4:171-98. Heirdicates it was a "pure" ecological study analyzi.ng the distribution ofspecies ard t.he adaptations of plants to the desert cli.mate.
5 Snith had written an earlier paper on range corditions in t.heWest. See Jared G. Smith, 1895, "Forage Corditions of t.he PrairieRegion," Yearbook of the t of giculture, 309-24. However, inthat paper he did not irdicate how he arrived at t.hose observations andtions, he just stated them. I therefore concentrate on hislater study.
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higher education beyond a bachelor's degree. 6

Although these two studies differed in some details, they employed
nearly the same methods and drew similar conclusions. 'Ihe USI1A's
sponsorship of those studies could account for part of that similarity.
In 1862, the USDA was created urder an Act stipulating it should develop
and diffuse knowledge concerned with agriculture.7 Within that general
framework, t.he USDA gave its considerable latitude in the
questions they wanted to pursue, while enoouraging research useful to
the users of the knowledge.8 An additional factor, however, was also
i.mportant.

Faced with the problem of developing some i.nsights into current
corditionsoftherange, allthreect1osethesar11estartir1g
point: the experienoes and knowledge of stockmen.9 'Ihey sought the

6 Unfortunately, not much more is known about these researchers.
7 Hardi.ng, 1947, 328.
8 See, for example, Everett M. Rogers, 1988, "'Ihe IntellectualFoundation and History of the Agricultural Ebctension Model," KnowlgezCreation,Diffusion, Utilization, 9(4) :492-510. He argues that the rewardsystem in the USDA ard experiment stations encourages developing usefullmmvledgeaidpiblishingitinawaytkxattliefamersardrarxclierscanurderstard.
9 Acoording to L.A. Stoddart, 1950, all three were borninfarmingareas. It isli.kelyt11att11ewerei.r1clir1edtobegin their stxdies by inoorporating the stockmen because they wereraised in farming areas. '1‘hat possibility will need to be examined inthefuture. Idonotthink, however, that itposesaproblem formyargument. If these scientists were raised on farms, it would only addanother element to my explanation of their reasons for developingcertain oonclusions, ard thereby strengthen my argument. My argument,in that respect, is similar to T¤bey's. He arvguä that Frederick E.Clements, one of the fourders of the "pure" science of plant ecology,was inspired by the reoognition of the impact agriculturists can have onnature. (Ronald Tobey, 1976, "'Iheoretical Science ard Technology inAmerican Ecology," Technolgy ard Culture, 17:718-28).
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stockmen's opinions on the current cordition of the range, causes ofrange deterioration, ard suggestions on range improvement. with mailed
outalettertostocl<rrren"askirrg forestirnatesastotlreperoaxtageof
increase or decrease"10 of the range's He further asked than"what, ..., were the chief forage problerrs ..., ard advice was asked asto meürods of restoring, renewing, ard i.mproving the ranges where theyhad been overgrazed."11 Ooville, before setting out on his
investigation, talked to John Minto. Minto was a stockman in Oregon ardan outspoken opponent of both Muir ard the Acadany's report.1? Coville
explicitly acknowledged that he inoorporated the Stockmen in his
research through his contact with Minto. In his introduction he stated
that "Mr. John Minto, gave a general letter of introduction to the
shee;menofeasternOregonwhicIrrnadeitpossibletosec11realarge
amount of information through channels that ordinarily would have been
closed to a Government officer investigating this subject."13

'Ihe stockrnen reported that human activity was a major cause
responsible for the depletion of the ranges. Unfortunately, Coville,

10 Jared G. Smith, 1899, "Grazing Problars in the Southwest ard Howto Meet Than, " U.S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Agrostology,Bulletin 16, 10.
11 Ibid., 10-11.
12 On Minto's views on sheep grazing in Oregon, see Rakestraw,1958. For a more general overview of Minto's response to governmentpolicies pertaining to the Western ranges ard public lards, see ThomasR. Oox, 1983, "'Ihe Conservationist as Reactionary: John Minto ardAmerican Forest Policy," Pacific Northwest , 74 (4): 146-53.13 Ooville, 1898, "Forest Growth ard Sheep Grazing in the CascadeMountains of Oregon," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Division ofForestry, Bulletin 15, 7. Rakestraw also argues that Ooville's reportreflected the opinions of Minto ard the Stockmen rather than those ofMair (Rakestraw, 1958, 377).
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Smit.h, ard Bentley only surmnarized those responses, without actually
quoting any of the stockmen.l4 In 1898, Bentley, after talking to local
stockmen, statedthat"thereishardlyoneccwmanc>1rtofterrincerrtr·al

Texasbutknowsthathehasmoreocwsonhisrarrgealready, oris
prepared to put more on, than his best judgment suggests."l5 Four years
later, he stated that according to Mr. Middleton, a local stockman, "the
large difference between its present ard its former condition was due to
the fact that, in common with all the other range lands of the section,
it had for years been cverstocked."l6 According to Smith, stockmen had
reoognized years earlier that their actions could have a dramatic impact
ontherange. "Cowmenthoughtthattheycorr1dnotp11teno•.1g11cattleon

therangestoeatall the freegrass, anditwasaverygreatsurprise

tomost ofthemwhen in 1884 theybegantodiscoverthe fallacy ofthis
idea. "l7 Economic realities ard the lard—holding pattern prevented them

14 In 1904, the USDA sent out another questionnaire to stockmen in
theWestardSouthwest, ardagainaskedthemfortlreixopinionontlre
causes of range depletion. By far the largest proportion of the 1,400respordents attributed the depletion to human causes such as bad
management ard overstocking. However, this stnudy also only summarizes
the responses. See Albert F. Potter and Frederick V. oovirre, 1905,
"Grazing on the Public Iards: Extracts from the Report of the PublicLards Commission," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
Bulletin 62, esp. p.13.

15 H.L. Bentley, 1898, "Cattle Ranges of the Southwest: A Historyof the Exhaustion of the Pasturage ard Suggestions for its Restoration, "U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farme.r's Bulletin 72, 11. 'Iheir reasonfor ov the range is discussed in a subsequent section.
16 H.L. Bentley, 1902, "Experiments in Range Irrprovement in Central

Texas," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Irdustry,
Bulletin 13, 16.

17 Smith, 1899, 10; see also pp. 11-12, where he summarizes thestockmen's responses to the questionnaire in a table.
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frau acting on that realization at the time.18

In 1900, David Griffiths, another range researcher, also mailed out
aquestionriairetostoclqxuerx, ardquotedtheirresponses. Onestockman,
C.H. Bayless argued that the vegetation should grow as well then as it
had fifteen years previously. 'Ihat it did not he attributed solely to
overstocking. "Vegetation does not thrive as it onoe did, not because
ofdrought, butbecausetheseedisgone, thexootsaregone, thesoil
is gone. 'Ihis is all the direct result of ovexstocking."l9 H.C.
Hooker, another stockman, attributed the depletion "principally to
¤verstoc1d.ng."2O

'Ihe adopted the stockmen's view that nature is dynamic,
ardthathtmxansarethemostpcwerfulactorsaffectirxgthecozirseof
that dynamism. Smith argued that overgrazing ard bad management are the
most important causes of range destruction. For example, he mentioned
that "ovexstocking not only causes loss of cattle and sheep from

18 I will discuss the lard—hold.ing pattern in the next section.'Ihe way Coville summarized ard utilized the stockmen's peroeptions isthe most difficult to retrieve from his report because of the way hewrote. He described two different management practices current amongstockmeninOregon, onewheretheherdersherdedtlmeaniixmalstogetlierinbands, ardanotherwheretheherdersallowedtlaesheepuuzctiuore freedomtoroam. Hethenstatedthat stockmenwliousedtliesecorduetluodthought that it caused less damage to the range because sheep "tramplethe feed less." (Coville, 1898, 14) . He continued by stating that "eachsystem doubtless has its advantages."(Ibid.) Yet later, when hediscussed overgrazing, he implicitly adopted the argument of thestockmenwhogavetlieirsheeptlxefreedcxntoroam, arguingthat "theprincipal bad effects of overgrazing are to be attributed rather totrampling than to close cropping." (Ibid., 27)
19 Quoted in David Griffiths, 1901, "Range Improvement in Arizona,"U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 4,13. 'Ihe details of Griffiths' research will be analyzed i.n the nextchapter.

20 Ibid., 12.
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starvation in time of drought, but it causes the rapid extermination of
the most valuable of the native grasses ard forage plants. "zl Coville
argued that human actions accounted for most of the damage to timber

productionandtotherar1geint.t1eforestreserve. Manyherderswould

herdthesheeptogetherinonelargebardtoprotectt11e1ufr¤11

predators, ard to make their own job easier. 'Ihey would also bring the

bardofsheeptothesamegrourdseverynigt1ttobedtI1e1ud¤wr1. That
stoc.k·—management system caused trampling of forage before the sheep had
a chance to utilize it, ard the sheep terded to eat all the plant-life
intheone smallareawheretheywe1:·ecor1fi.r1edbyt1·1eherder.22

‘IherecognitionofhLunanimpacto11t11eco11r·seofnatureledt11ese

researchers to argue that human actions needed to be controlled in order
to preserve the range. For example, Coville examined the economic
importanceofthesheepir1dustryinO1:·egon. Heconcludedthatgrazing
should not be banned from the National Forests but should be controlled
so "the forage crop does not decrease from year to year. "23 All three
also pointed out that conservation of the range would provide economic
benefits to the stockmen. muith outlined two important benefits.

First, the economic return on individual animals would increase because
their cordition is directly related to the condition of t.he range.
Secord, the value of the land would increase because more animals could

graze on it.24

21 Smith, 1899, 13.
22 Frederick v. c¤vi11e, 1898, 26-7.
23 rbid., 26.
24 Smith, 1899, 10.
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Ooville, Bentley, ard Smith sought to establish a research program

that could provide the knowledge-base for continued use of the range
consistent with conservation. 'Iherefore, the objective of range
management was to devise a plan for the management of the range. 'Ihat
planshcnildbeusablebyotliers, a1duseoft11erar1ges.lio11J.dleadto
maximum returns by ensuring it is comistent with conservation. Use
consistent with conservation would remai.n the objective of range
management.25 'Ihat objective did not i.mply use only for grazing, but
meant multiple—use, including timber production, recreation, wildlife
management, watershed protection, etc. . In practice, however, they
concentrated primarily on the effects of grazing, ard on ensuring that
grazing would be consistent with conservation. Use consistent wit.h
conservation also did not imply preservation. Muir and other
preservationists thought use would inevitably damage the natural
environment, ard therefore opposed use. These assumed that
the natural resources could be used without damaging t.he environment.

'Ihey established the foundation of that research program by
allowing the stockmen to shape the knowledge-development process, ard
that process therefore reflected the interests of the stockmen. 'Ihe
stockmenusedtherangetogaineczorxuxxicberxefits. Assuch, the
stockmenwere interestednotonlyinknowlezigetliatwassornehowusefmil,
but primarily in knowledge that was iumediately utilizable. Both the
concern with economic returns a1d with immediate use influenced the
knowledge—development process.

25 See, for example, the two major textbooks in range management int;1;§51950's: A.W. Sampson, 1952, ; ard L.A. Stoddart öfü A.D. Smith,
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At times, the stockmen clearly influenced knowledge-development

directly. At other times, that influence was apparently only irdirect:
theinternalizedthevaluesa1*doorroernsoftl1estoc1<rnen,

ardüienwenttheiroumwaywiüxartdealirxgdirectlywitlrtlxestodmuen.
Yet the way they internalized those ooncerns still meant that the
stockmervs values, concerns, ard interests shaped knowledge-
development. The made the stockmen's values ard ooncerns
their pri.mary focus rather than relegating them to secordary status in
favor of, for example, their own status as scientists or the demards of
their discipline.

Theallowedthestockmentosl1apetI1e}¤1¤wledge-
production process in four ways beyord problem defi.nition. First, to
developtheinitialoorxoeptsforrar1ge, theyadoptedthe
stockmen's language. Secord, they adopted the stockmen's reocmmendation
onthebestwaytodealwithtlresoxiroeoftlreproblerrs facingthe
range. Thereweretwoprobleusregardingthestateoftixerarxgetlrat
needed to be solved: determine the source of the probleru to prevent
further damage ard analyze how to restore the range to a more productive
oordition. The adopted the stockmen's view of the source of
overgrazing ard their proposed ranedy, thereby allowing the stockmen to
determine t.he first plan for the management on the range. Third, they
gave the stockmen the auürority to help design ard to evaluate the
experimentscarriedoutbyt11etoanalyzehovvtorestorethe

range. Finally, they adopted the stockmen's criterion for the
evaluation of new knowledge, thus ensuri.ng that the knowledge-
development process reflected the interests of the stockmen.
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Hmmm .

Due to their contacts wit.h the stockmen, Coville, Bentley, ard
Smith adcpted part of the stockmen's language to provide the first
concepts for range management, thereby allowing the stockmen's values
ard interests to shape knowledge-production. Adcpting the stockmen's
language ensured that their economic concerns played the central role in
knowledge—production. It also ensured that the stockmen could use the
knowledge because it would be expressed in language they could
understard.

Goville superimposed the language of t.he stockmen onto the language
of the taxonomist. To distinguish among the different kirds of forage,
he used the definitions of the herders. He adcpted the herders'
distinctions among forage plants as grass, weeds ard browse. He also
accepted the herders', rather than the taxonomists', definitions of
grass, weeds, ard browse. Following the herders, Coville applied the
term grass "not only to true grasses, but to all plants resembling grass
in appearance."26 Furthermore, he defined weeds as "all herbaceous
plants that do not have the general appearance of grasses, a difference
due to chiefly to their broader leaves," and browse as "shrubs ard young
trees, the leaves ard twigs of which are eaten by sheep".27 ‘Ihe herders
made one other distinction among forage plants that Coville also
adcpted. 'Ihe herders between "light" ard "st,rong" feed.28
"Light" feed fattened quickly, but that fat was lost quickly when the

26 Coville, 1898, 18.
27 Ibm.,
28 Ibid., 23.
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sheep had to move. "Strong" feed, in contrast, did not fatten as

quickly, but the sheep retained the gain in weight even if forced to

travel long distances.

When he analyzed the managexrent practices best suited to those

ranges, hedidsointeruxsoft11elxerde1*s' language. Hediscussedthe

vegetation on the ranges in Oregon, naming the plants on the basis of

the taxonomists' vocabulaxy, but then analyzing their characteristics on

the basis of the stockmen's language, e.g., a plant's qualities as light

or strong feed. As a result, he ensured that his analysis foc:ussed on

the effect the vegetation had on the production of sheep. 'Ihat focus

reflected the economic interests of the stockmen. 'Ihus, because he

adopted the stockmen's language, their language influenced his

interpretations of the vegetation. 'Ihe stockmen's language thereby also

became embedded in subsequent analyses of a vegetation's

characteristics. Finally, the herders based their management practices

on their definitions of the characteristics of the feed, feeding the

sheep "light" feed early in the summer and "strong" feed later, just

before the sheep had to travel out of the mountains to their winter

pasture. Coville recognized the usefulness of that distinction between

the different qualities of feed ard of the management practice based on

1t.29
Both Bentley ard Smith adopted the concept "grazing capacity" from

tothestockmen. 'Iheyusedtheconcepttoe>cpresshcx•v111anyani1uals

29 His recommerdation, discmssed in the next section, that sheepren
sha1ldhaveaccesstotherargesintI1eCascadePbv.1ntai11swasbasedinä;rtSedo1gnhiä•acoeptar¤e of that distinction and the management practice
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could graze_on a certain range of a certain size, ard benefit from that
grazing - e.g. gain weight. Note that the definition was in terus of
animalproduction, &Ü'1€USéISOfÜ1B}GX]n7l$g€£.1ld
urderstand, ardwhichforthanstrucktotlieecozaanicheartofthe
matter. Neither one formally defi.ned the term at this time, but just
adopted it from the stockmen.

Initially, range management used the terns "grazi.ng
capacity" and "carrying capacity" interchangeably. The term "carrying
capacity," however, gradually disappeared frau the range management
literature.30

The term "grazing capacity" would become central in range
management, but ot.her range such as range ecologists argued
that range management erroneously attributed the same
meaning to that term and "carrying capacity."
Theybetweenthe two concepts. Agreeing with the range management
researchers, they defined "grazing capacity" as the maximum number of
stock that could graze a range without causing deterioration. They thus
accepted the economic concerns at the heart of that definition.
However, they did not define "carrying capacity" in economic terns.
Instead, they defined "carrying capacity" in terus of the number of
animals a certain area could consistently support under the greatest
possible amount of stress.3l

30 I will therefore use the term "grazing capacity".

fääemtuse t.he same definition for carrying capacity: "In its true sense, themaximum number of irdividual animals that can survive the greatestperiod of stress each year on a given lard area. It does not refer to
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Nevertheless, because range managers, due to the influence of the
stockmen, definedbothconceptsinterrrsoft11eecor*x¤ruiccorrcerrrsoft11e
stockmen, thoseconcernspenetratedtotlrecoreofrarrgemanagment
research. Future research would be shaped by that definition,
containing the stockrren's concerns. Scientists would design research
attempting to measure, conserve, ard improve range cordition guided by a
view of range oordition based on the stockrren's econcxuic concerns.

'Ihat view of range condition was inconsistent with the general
objective of t.he research program. 'Ihat objective was to ensure use
consistent with conservation, where use inplied multiple use. Yet due
to the particular economic concerns at the core of their view of range
cordition, range managment generally would not focus their
research on analyzing the effects of rmrltiple use, or on what
combinations of use were most consistent with conservation.32 Instead,

sustained production. In range managment, the term has becomeerroneously with grazing capacity." For these definitions,see Kamal Ibrahim, 1975, Glgg of Terms Used in Pasture ard @eSurvey Research, Ecolgqy, ard Managment (Rare, Italy: Food ardAgricultural Organization of the United Nations), 21 ard 56.
32 See, for example, the research by the next generation ofscientists, discussed in the next chapter. This would remain a problemin range managment for a long time. For example, in 1955, Donald Hussdeveloped a formula to calculate a base lease price that would encourageconservation. Yet all the terrrs in his formula were related to eitherstock animals or their economic value (Donald L. Huss, 1955, "A Basisfor a Conservation Iease of Rangeland on the Edwards Plateau of Texas,"Journal of Ryagge Managment, 8(5) :208-10) . Elsewhere, Robert Williamsanalyzes how to achieve uniform use of ranges, yet limits his analysissolely to stock managment practices ard other practices related to theproduction of stock (Robert E. Williams, 1954, "Modern Methods ofGetting Uniform Use of Ranges," Journal of @e Managment, 7(2) :77-81.Rhetorically, scientists would argue that they should consider manyother factors as well. In 1956, David Costello argued that scientists"must include t or evaluation of factors which effect streamflow, siltation, water yield, wildlife production, ard recreationvalues"(David F. Costello, 1956, "Factors to Consider in the Evaluation
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33theywouldfocustlieirresearcztiontlieeffects ofgrazingandonhowto
increase the grazing capacity in order to i.ncrease production of stock.
Furthermore, methods to manage the range would be judged not with regard
to their effect on the carrying capacity but with regard to their effect
on the grazi.ng capacity.33

Allowingtheeconanicconcernsoftrxestoclcruerxtoslaapetlie

researchprocess insuchawaywasalso iI'@I'lSiSt€ITCWit.Y1Ü1€Vi€\vViH
the USDA ard the experiment stations on what t.he nature of that process
should be. 'Ihe mjective of the USDA ard the experiment stations was

ardranainedproducing}¤¤wledgeofusetot11efarnersa1·drarr:11ers, ard
the objective was therefore oriented towards their economic concerns.
Aocording to t.he stardard set by Atwater, however, that mjective was

notsupposedtohaveany influence, eitherdirectorirdirect, onthe
knowledge-production process. Achieving that mjective should be

accomplished by focussing the research along strictly scientific li.nes.

Nevertheless, by adopting the stockmen's language, Bentley ard Smi.th
clearly allowed the stock1nen's economic interests to have a direct

of Vegetation Condition,°' Journal of @e Managanent, 9(2) :74) . Yet he
does not irdicate how or when scientists should include these factors,
focusi.ng instead on factors that have much more irumediate relation to
grazing.

33 As a result, they were conservationist in only a very limited
sense. 'Ihey were only conoerned with measuring, conserving, and if
possible improving the grazing capacity. Other factors of the range
were studied only margi.nally when they decreased the grazing capacity.
Rodents ard predators, for example, decreased the grazing capacity;
rodents because they consumed sone of t.he forage ard predators because
they killed stock. Range managanent ' therefore focussed on
eliminating t.han as factors affecting grazing capacity. Since they
alreadyknewtheeffecteachoftlxesekirdsofaninwalshadontlie
grazing capacity, they did not study than. Instead, they focussed onfi.nding ways to eliminate than, which usually meant killing them.
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influence on the course of knowle<ige—pr*od11ctio11.

ME SOURCE OF ME PHDBLEM

Inordertodealwithtlxeprcblexrsozatrxerarxge, the
neededtodeterudnethesauceoftlroseprcblerrsardtoproposeaplan
toremovethatsource. Mieyallowedthestockmendirectianfluexaceon

theh1owledge—developrentprccesswhenü1eyatterptedtoaddressthose
questions. 'Ihe problems facing the range were partly caused by the
land—holding pattern in the West and Southwest. 'Ihat lard-holding
pattern made management difficult. 'Ihe government owned most of the
rangelard, ardthestoc.kmer1thereforeterdedtoregar·dtI1erar1geas
"free" lard. They were therefore motivated to get all they could off
the land. After all, they thought, why insure that the lard will
produceagood foragecropnextyearifr1extyearar1otI1erstocl<111anbeats
youtothat lardardbenefits fromyourprudence. Ardtoensurethey
wo11ldgettot1'1elardfirst, thestockmenwcaldracetlxereardbegin
grazing before the plants had a chance to mature, thereby destroying the
forage before it had a chance to reproduce.

'Ihe stockmen identified t.he lard-holding pattern as a source of the
prcblem, pointed to the need to reform that lard—holding pattern, ard
all three accepted their opinion.34 'Ihe stockman C.H.
Bayless argued for changes in the lard—holding pattern. Bayless thought
tmat depletion "can not be prevented on our open range where the land is

34 On this prcblem of the lard-holding pattern in the West ardSouthwest, in addition to the papers by Coville, Bentley, ard Smith, seealso Rowley, 1985, esp. 15-21; ard Foss, 1960.
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not subject •to private control."35 He argued that "no practical plan
canwellbeadvanced for incrweasingplantgrowttrorranyopenrarxgewlxile

free for the use of everybody."36 In 1905, a report of the Rrblic Lands
Ocxumission further corroborated the stoc.kmen's ard '
opinion.37

Following the stockmen's suggestion, Coville ard Smith recommerded
that stockmen be granted long-term leases guaranteeing them access to
particular sections of the range.38 Coville worked out a detailed
proposal urderwhichastoc}¤uanw¤uldp•.1r•c1·1aseafive-yearperrnittoa

particul.ar section of the range at a minimal fee, ard that stockman
would have first right of renewal. 'Ihe stockmen would assume the
responsibility to attempt to prevent fires on the range ard to prevent
overgrazing. In return, he received guaranteed access to the same range
for a number of years, ard therefore did not have to race to the range
to beat out his competitors. In addition, it might motivate him to

36 Griffiths, 1901, 13.
36 Ibid., 12-13.
37 Potter ard Coville, 1905. 'Ihe majority of stockmen in the West

ard Southwest irdicated that some form of government action was
necessary, with "only 64 out of 1,400" wanting to be left alone. (24)

38 One of the stardard criticisms in the historical literature on
science in the USDA ard the experiment stations is that they helped the
rich farrners ard ranchers. 'Ihe usual argument is that innovation ard
application of new knowledge required money ard education, which in turn
required money (see, for example, Rosenberg, 1961, 170; ard Margaret W.
Rossiter, 1979, "'I'he Organization of the Agricmltmral Sciences," in ;_h_e
galrization of Knowlge in Modern America, ed. by Alexardra Oleson ard
John Voss (Baltimore ard Iordon: 'Ihe Johns Hopkins University Press),
241). In this case, it is certainly possible that these three
researchers built that bias towards the rich into their recommerdation.
Unfortunately, neither Coville, Bentley nor Smith provided information
on the social ard econcmic backgrourd of the stockmen they ta]J<ed to.
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ensure that he did not damage the reproductive capabilities of the
range, ard might even motivate him to improve his part of the range in
order to increase its grazing capacity.39

By that range pemits be granted for five years, the
had incorporated the stockmen's concerns into their

reccmmerdation. C.H. Bayless, for example, argued that "I must
respectfully urvge upon you [the researcher] the importance of impressing
the government officials with the fact that no general improvement of
range country can be expected until the land is plaoed under individual
control by lease or otherwise."4O Rxrthermore, rather than alienating
the stockmen, for example, by exclusion of livestock, the

' reccmmendation actually imprcved the stcckmen's business by
guaranteeing them access to the lard. Not surprisingly, many stockmen
approved of the reccmmendation. "In discussing the proposed plan with
stockmenitwas fourd ...thatal1thosetowh¤mther·ewasoppor¤.u1ityof
explaining it fully, wit.hout exception approved it ...."4l

'Ihese , in cooperation with the stockmen, reached a
conclusion different frau the National Academy's recczmerdation. In
part, that may have bee.n due to the orientation within the USM.

thatstockmenshouldnotbeal1owaedtograzetI1er·ar1ge
wouldnotbeuseftzltotlxosestoclmuen. Thatwouldthereforebe
inconsistent with the mission of the USM. But Gifford Pinchot, one of

30 See Ccville, 1899, 46-54; ard also Smith, 1899, 44.40 Griffiths, 1901, 13.
41 Coville, 1899, 51. Rakestraw also states that the Stcckmenaccepted the recommerdation; see Rakestraw, 1958, 378-81.
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the major players in the government with respect to grazirg, especially
on the National Forests, initially opposed grazing. He had agreed with
the National Acadany's ccnunittee, of which he was a member. He did not
charge his opinion until 1899, possibly influenced by Coville's
report.42 Furthermore, these three explicitly oredited the
directinfluenceofthestoclarrenontlreirtliinkirg. BentleyardSmith
acknowledged they incorporated the stockmen's opinions through their
discussions with than ard the stockmen's responses to the questionnaire.

j Smith, for exaxrple, had asked than for advice on "... methods of
restorirg, renewing ard improvirg the rarges."43 Coville had
accumulated much of his information through his contacts with Minto ard
other local stockmen.44 He also stated that "it is fourd, ..., on
conversation with a large number of than that they are opposed to t.he
present method [of control over public lards] , ard would welcome a
charge in government policy which would give than a financial interest
in the maintenance of good pastarrage."45

'Ihe ' recommerdation 1net the objective they had set for
their research program. Use consistent with conservation would be
enhanced by dealing with the problan created by the la1d—holdirg
pattern. Allowirg the stockmen to influence lmowledge-production by
adoptirg their view of the source of the problan ard their plan to deal

43 See Rakestraw, 1958, 382. Rakestraw thinks Coville's reportinfluenced Pinchot's chargeof43
Smith, 1899, op. cit..

44 Coville, 1898, op. 6:11:..
45 Ibid, 51.
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with problem therefore helped the to satisfy theobjective they had set for their research.

MEIIDDB

'Iheinclusionoft11eStoclm1enintI1e'
experimentswas

thetlürdwaytheyallowedthestoclouenqtoinfluercettielowwledge-
development process. Recognizing the badly damaged condition of therange, an important question became how to improve it:. 'Ib get aStarting-point to attack that problem, the again turned tothestockmen,

ardallowedthemtoparticipateinbott1t11eplarmi:ngard
evaluation of the experiments. ‘Ihe included the Stockmen intesting some of the Stockmen's recomuerdations, utilized some of thefarm technology available to Stockmen and tested their effect, ard alsodevised a method for the management of the range superior to the oneadvocated by the Stockmen. Coville did not perform any experiments, butBentley ard Smith e.xplicitly reached out to the Stockmen through theirexperiments.

Bentley ard Snith adOpt$ the Stockmen's method for detetmininggrazing capacity. Stockmen determined the grazing capacity by comparingan unknown range with a range of known grazing capacity. 'Ihat methodwas very subjective because it depended on the Stockman's ability ardexperience. Its subjectivity, however, did not deter the .Bentley's 1898 paper included a section addressing the problem ofrange renewai. He opens that section with the statement that "incorsidering the question of how the ranges may be Iénéwed, the ideas ard
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opinions of,the leading stockmen have been solicited."46 In their
discussions wit.h Bentley, stockmen that finding ways to
hrpmvethestock'saocesstowaterontI1erar1geardIeseedi11gü1erar1ge

were the best ways to improve the range.47 'Ihat raised several
questions. Did the land need to be cultivated before it was reseeded? A
localstodmansuggestedthat"alltI1ebarespotsinthepasu1resl1o11ld

beharrowedorthecrustothexwisebro1<enar1dseedfr<:rut11egrasses
known to be valuable should be systematically gathered and sown there
before rains."48

'Ihe would test that suggestion, but it also raised
another question: Was it better to reseed with native plants, or are
there some species of plants elsewhere that my be better suited to the
climate, and henoe should be introduoed onto the range? Another local
stockman suggested that "seed from the best grasses native to the
section should be gathered and scattered about over the pastures, either
when the grourd is wet or when rain is anticipated."49 Bentley followed
that suggestion with an analysis of the results achieved by someone who
planted non—native seeds. Those plants were not well—adapted to the
local environment, ard died when conditions became harsh. He argued
that "here was an object lesson which emphasized the suggestion that
nativegrassesarebyfart11ebest forhcmeuse; theyaresuited forthe

46 H.L. Bentley, 1898, 15.
47 see ibid., 16-21.
49 1:616., 20.
49 1161a..
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climate ard the clirnate is suited to than. "SO He conclxded his 1898
paper with a discussion of those native grass ard forage plants that
appeared to offer a solution to the reseeding problan, utilizing both
the stockmen's ard ' classification systan, merging than in
the sam way Coville had when he adopted the stockmen's language.

Bentley's discussion set the stage for a series of experiments,
carried art by Bentley ard Smith over the cause of three years. 'Ihey
took the stoc.krnen's suggestions on range irnprovanent, and submitted than
to experimental testi.ng. 'Ihe stockmen, therefore, directly influenced
the experimental process because they determined the questions that
wouJ.d be examined experimentally. In that way, the researchers hoped to
determine those suggestions that had the most mrit. In 1899, Smith
reported on the first year of those experirnents' progress.

'IheUSDAleasedlardinTe>casonwlrichtocarrya1ttI1e
experirnents, ard the divided that land into sections. Each
section was then treated in a different way to analyze the results of
the stockmen's recanmerdations. 'Ihree sections were treated either with
a disk, a disk harrow, or a straight-toothed iron harrow, pieces of farm
machinery familiar to ranchers. On other sections, the stock were
allowed either to graze until the first of June, ard then moved to
another range, or they were excluded from a section until June first.
Thepuposewastoexanüneüreeffectofrestirrgtlrerargeearlyinthe
season versus resting it later in the season. Stock were excluded from
another section of the range, ard the last section was used to

50 Ibid., 21.
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experiment with artificial reseeding.5l
Acoumitteeofstockmen, notthe, evaluatedtheresults

of the experiment.

Extension practices current within the USM could offer some
explanation for that move on the part. 'Ihe USM had for
several years studied the farm ard ranch management practices of the
mostsuccessful. farmersardstockmen. USMwouldobserve
those practices, try to determine why they were successful, ard then

spreadthatlmcmledgetocthersfaruersardrarxztrerstlrrotrgtr

demonstrations. Yet those farmers ard ranchers were never given the
power to evaluate the results of experiments, or even to evaluate the
practices of their peers. 'Ihe USM reserved that task to its
scientists. 'Ihe farmers' ard rancher~s' role was limited to providing
lard ard stock for the demonstrations.52

Practices current within the state experiment stations could also
offer some explanation for that move. In 1877, the Connecticut station
began utilizing what they called "cooperative experirnents."53 'Ihose
experiments were initially designed to test the performance of
fertilizers ard new crops in different habitats. Many experiment
stations adopted this technique, ard by 1900 most colleges ard stations

51 For a more complete description of the experiments, see Smith,1899, 19-20.
52 USM publications (e.g., the Farmers' Bulletin ard the bulletinspublished by the Bureau of Plant Industry) contain may descriptions of

the practices of successful. farmers ard ranchers. 'Ihe Secretary ofAgriculture also often reviewed this branch of the research carried outby the Department; see e.g. the "Report of the Secretary," Yearbook gfthe Deggtxrit of giculture, 1905, 1909, 1911.
53 On these ccoperative experiments, see Scott, 1970, 148-53.
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used it. Yet the terminology was scmewhat misleading. First, the
scientists had already developed the new knowledge, ard the ultimate
users of that knowledge had not oooperated in its production. Seoord,
even in these so-called "cooperative experiments," the scientists
designed ard evaluated the tests, ard gave the farmers explicit
instructionsonhowtocarryt11«eanor1t. 'Ihefarruerscooperatedrrrerelyby
providing the lard, tools, ard labor necessary to carry out the i

experiment. As payment for their efforts, they were allowed to keep the
crops produced during the course of the tests. Finally, from 1895 on,
these "oooperative experiments" were used as part of the extension
program. The scientists would ask some farmers or ranchers to implement
some new knowledge, developed by the scientists, on their farrrs so
otherscouldseethevalueoftlrerrewlcrowlecige.

Bentley ard Suith clearly went beyord those traditions. Although
those traditions may have inspired them, they went beyord them by giving
the stockmen the authority to propose ard validate the experiments.
They oonsciously chose to incorporate the stockmervs expertise ard
judgments into the research process in order to develop the knowledge-
basethatcorudserveasthefowdationforareseardrprograminrarrge
management.

The stockmen inspected each section of the range before the
experiment began to determine its grazing capacity. The stockmen
returned periodically during the course of the experiment, evaluated the
resultsattheerdofeachyear, ardalsodeterminedthe final resuJ.t.
Smith explicitly stated that role for the stockmen: "These experiments
will be carried on for three years, at the erd of whidr time
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sufficiently definite results amt to be secured to enable the stockmen
to decide what is the most practical method of bringing back the
grasses."54

'Ihe committee was only the initial validating group of people.
"Stockmen" here referred not only to the ooumittee that evaluated the
experiment, butalsotoallihterestedstoclmien. 'Ihe
allowed all stockmen a say in determining the validity of the knowledge.
Application of the methods signalled Validation of the lmowledge, ard
non-application signalled that the result of the experiment was not
aoceptable to the cammmity.

At the erd of the first year of experimentation, Smith reported
thatinthestocl<1r¤en'sj11dg111ent, diskingoftlxelardledtotheubst
rapid improvement. On the basis of his own observations, he concluded
that loosenihg the soil early in the spring stimulated the roots of
plants ard caused them to grow more vigorazsly. He also discussed
briefly othe.r aids to range improvement, such as the procurement of
sufficient feed for winter so that the stock do not have to be grazed on
the range too early.

Smith also refuted one of the methods advocated by the majority of
stoclmxentoirriprovetherarige. Manystockmenatthetinietlxaigtittlaat
resting the range waxld be the cheapest ard most effective way to
improve the cordition of the range. disagreed with those
stockmen: "It is, however, not the most rapid method, nor can it be
considered the cheapest when one takes into consideration the fact that
thelardtobecarefullyregrassedmxstberestedsaxxetirxrestlireeor

54 smith, 1899, 21.
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four years._"55

Hearguedthatstockmenslronrlddividetlreirlard intoanumberof
sections. Grazing would begin each year on a different section, on
whid1thestockthengrazedforammberofvvee1<sormnt11s. Theywould
then rotate onto another section of the range. That way, grazi.ng would
be deferred on some of the sections until after the forage has had a
chance to mature and reproduce. Oonsidering that different species of
plants, occupying different sections of the range, mature at different
times, an urderstanding of the growth pattern of the plant species might
even make it possible by carefully managing the rotation pattern to
allow most species to mature before being grazed. This concept would
later come to be called "deferred—rotation" grazing, although Smith did
not use that term. The advantage over the stockmen's idea was that the
range could be used throughout the period of revegetation.

Smith did not test the effect of deferred—rotation grazi.ng. Instead
he drew on his urderstanding of the life—histories of plant species to
explain why the method would prove beneficial. He could have acquired
that urderstardi.ng of plants possibly through education ard through his
contacts with USM scientists who possessed master's degrees ard
doctorates. He also offered a hypothetical example pointi.ng to its
benefits.

Finally, following his own argument, he referred to the experience
ofstockmenwhohadtriedtlreuetlrod, againreadairxgorrttotlremto

validate his idea. Here he clearly reached out to the extension
practices current i.n the USM. He said that stockmen who had used this

55 mia. , 21.
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method for a number of years claimed that "their ranges are oontinually
improving, in marked contrast to the deterioration that had occurred
through bad treatment of neighboring properties where the old methods
were pracc1¤ed.••56 ·m¤se stockmen aisa statea um; ·•1>astm:e iam thus
treatedwillcarryuoreheadofcattletlxraxgtxtlxeyeararxibrixxgthexn

outinbetterccmitionthanwheretkxetxerdhasaccessatallseasonsof
the year to all portions of the range."57

His proposal would meet the objective the had set for
themselves, i.e., use consistent with oonservation. He used his
understaming of the life·histories of plants to explain his reasons for
advocating deferred-rotation grazing. 'Ihen he drew upon the experience
ofstockmenwhohadtestedthemetlxodtoclixxchhisargxmxent. Hehad
effectively ccmbined t.he scientist's of the life·histories
of plants with the experience of the stoc.kmen to advocate a better way
of managing the range.

Last, Smith went beyond the experience of the stockmen and drew
upon his ovm knowledge of plants to advocate a different way of
determ.ining range condition. He based his method on the realization
that different ccmmunities of plants, characberized by different
dominant species, will succeed each other. 'Ihe species most dominant in
aparticularccmmmitycanthenbetalcenasanirxiicatoroftlie

condition of the range if one knows what kim of oomitions those
species prefer.

Smith recognized that both natural causes like the climate am

56 Ibid. , 22.
57 mia. .
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human actions could have an effect on what species would be dominant.

"'Ihereisoftenasuccessionofdaninantgrassesinnat11ret11rcx1gt1
naturalcauses, butnevertosomarkedaneactentasorxtlxecattlerarxges

during t.he process of deterioration frcm overgrazing. "58 Keeping track
of the dominant species could therefore serve as an irdicator whether
therangeisovergrazed,ardthustellt.t1estocl<rr•er1ardsanething

about the cordition of the range. Unfortunately, his method
wasnotadoptedbyotl1erorstocl¤1xen.

Smith's method was ignored because he did not derive it from a
sourceormethodusxrallyusedbystoclmuerx. Instead, themethodwas

based on the scientist's stmdy ard of the natural world.

'Dothestockmen, thevalidityardusefulness ofthemethodmaynothave

been iuunediately obvious, ard they would have to acquire the botanists'
of plants to use it. Furthermore, becausethehad

based the kn¤wledge—development on the methods, concepts, ard

concerns of the stockmen, even they failed to reoognize the 1nethod's

usefulness.

Smith subsequently moved to , D.C., but Bentley continued

the experiments. 'Ihe design of the experiment ranained basically the

same, ard the authority to validate the results of the experiment still

rested with a ccmmittee of stockmen. 'Ihe only major difference was that
Bentleyaskedthecamdtteeofstodmuer1tod1ooset11epoor·estsections

of the range for his experiments. Bentley chose those sections in order

to convince the stockmen. If he could achieve good results there, they

could see the benefits, ard that might convince than to apply the

58 mia., 26.
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methods. In 1902, Bentley published the results of those experiments.
Hereportedthatheardürecamritteeofstodorerrthargrrttlneresrutsof
the experiment were satisfactory, ard that stockmen could profitably
apply those methods to improve the cordition of t.he range.59

In his 1902 paper, Bentley articulated what he called a theory that
provided the foundation for the experiments on the harrowing of the
soil. He thought that harrowing would encourage plant growth because
the soil would be looser ard softer, because the water would penetrate
thesoil, ardbecause itwouldcreatebedsinthesoil intowhichthe
seeds could fall ard thus be better protected from the wird. Bentley
just stated this idea, without saying where it came from. He could
therefore have developed it on his own, the stockmen could have proposed
it, or theresearcherardthestockmencoulldhavecooperatedinits
articulation. Whatever the source of the idea, the stockmen again
validated the experiment designed to test it ard declared the test a
success.00

THE ••IMMEDIATE U'1'ILIT!“ CRITERION
The adopted the stockmen's criterion for the evaluation

of the knowledge produced. Due to the stockmen's economic self-
interest, they were interested not only in knowledge that was scmehow
useful, but primarily in knowledge that was immediately utilizable. The
general objective of the knowledge-developnent process, the.refore,
included not only the Creation of knowledge to provide a fcundation for

60 11.1.. Bentley, 1902, 11.
60 Ibid., 18-19.
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use consistent with conservation, but also contained the imperative that

the knowledge be immediately utilizable. 'Ihat imperative of irmxediate

utility assumed the function of a criterion. 'Iheseearlythus

evaluated their methods, concepts ard plans for future management

of the range against two criteria. One criterion follcwed logically

from their goal. Any methods, concepts, or recoumendations inconsistent

with use ard conservation wculd have to be rejected. other

criterion was due to the influence of the stockmen: irnmediate utility to

the users of the range.

'Iherefore, because the stockmen's economic values, concerns, ard

interests determined a crucial ccmponent of the criteria used for

kn¤wledge—evaluation, they had direct influence on the knowledge-

development process. Any new knowledge that did not satisfy the

immediate utility criterion, ard therefore did not satisfy their

economic values ard concerns, had to be rejected. 'Ihe scientists did

ubrethanrerelygettolmcwthefamersaidraraczlxerssoüreywoxildbotkx

gain insights into the problerns faci.ng the users of the knowledge ard

facilitate diffusion of the knowledge. Those stockmen's values ard

concerns provided a crucial touchstone against which to evaluate new

lmowledge.

'Ihe ' reccmmerdation on dealing with the source of the

problems on the range met the immediate utility criterion ard they had

adopted from the stockmen. Urder Ooville's proposal, the stockmen could

continuetousetherange, theywereguaranteedaccesstoacertain

segme.nt of the range, ard the recommerdation solved a situation they

considered a problem. 'Ihe stockmen could thus irmrediately use that
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knowledge to change their management practioes. 61

The resuJ.ts of Smith ard Bentley's experiments also met the
immediate utility criterion. By utilizing common farm technologies, the

insuredthatthestockmencc>x1ldapplyt.l*rel<r1owledge

immediately. 'Ihey also insured they would meet the immediate utility
criterion by testing the stockmen's recommendations. 'Ihe stockmen could
see the results of their ideas, ard adjust their management practioes
immediately.

Finally, only one of Smith's proposed methods satisfied the
immediate utility criterion; the other was therefore rejected. His
method based on the reoognition that different communities of plants
succeed each other, was ignored because it did not meet the immediate
utility criterion. Stockmen would have to aoquire a botanist's

of nature before they could use it, ard therefore rejected
it. Smith's defe.rred—rotation grazing method, on the other hard, met
the immediate utility criterion, in addition to encouraging use
oonsistent with oonservation. Stockmen could begin to apply that method
immediately. Smith's argument that deferred—rotation grazing was also
cheaper than the alternative method for range improvement advocated by
the majority of the stockmen was based on the immediate utility
criterion. Stockmen potentially could apply both Smith's method ard
their met.hod, but their method was more e.xpensive, ard therefore did not
satisfy the immediate utility criterion to the extent that Smith's did.

61 'Ihe question remained, of course, how the government wouldimplement Coville's proposal. On problems associated withimplementation, see Rakestraw, 1958; Cox, 1983; Rowley, 1985.
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As a result of the inclusion of the stockmen into the knowledge-
developnent process, the also facilitated the diffusion of
the knowledge they created. Given the social c on the
range, thatwasnotaneasymatter. 'Ihe becausethey
worked for the USM, were perceived by the stockmen as agents of the
government. 'Ihe stockmen generally did not like the government and its
agents. 'Ihey were perceived as interfering with the stoc.kmen's
fmadan.62

Byincludingthestocl0nenir1t11edesigna11de>¢ecx1tionoftI1e
knowledge-development process, the had cvercome some of that
hostility ard built a mechanism for the diffusion of knowledge into
their research. In 1898, Bentley reported a lack of interest in
scientific studies on range management among stockmen.63 In 1902, after
four years of cooperative research, he quoted a stockman to the effect

thatmststoc1¤1enrecognizedtheinportarxceoft11eresearc:11:

Don'tthinkthatbecauseeverystocl¤uaninthesepartshasn't
taken up the methods adopted here [i.e. on the experimental
range] they are blind or irdifferent. Many of them have been
watchi.r·•ga1·dtak:i.11gnotes, ardarequietlyma}<inge>cperi1r1entsontheir•own6places, and I predict that the others will do
l1kew1se.

'Ihe , although employed by the government ard working on

government—owned land, were having an impact on the stockmen.
Bentley also indicated that the method of incorporating the

62 ·1·a1b¤t and cmnemiiier, 1961, 97.
63 Bentley, 1898, 12-13.
64 Bentley, 1902, 12. „
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stockmen into the research aided in the diffusion of the knowledge.

"'Iheseardotherresultssecuredhadsatisfiedmanystoclcrrrenard farmers

that, at comparatively small expense, they could greatly improve their

ranges."65 By including the stockmen into the research, ard because all

new knowledge had to satisfy the irmrediate utility criterion, the

haderrsuredt1ratt1rerrew}<rrowle<3ge fit intothesocialard

economic world of the stockmen.

Ccville's argument that the then current system of bedding sheep

damaged the range was also accepted by the sheepnen. In 1901, Filibert

Roth, another USDA , analyzed grazirrg practices on the Forest

Reserves to determine whether they were consistent with the objectives
forwhicht1reReserveshadbeencreated. Hedidnottalktothe

stockmen directly, but only observed their management practices. He

reported that °'t.he best sheepnen have given up the old method of bedding

for long periods in the same place ard are adopting the proper way,

bedding only one or at least only a few nights in a place."66 He also

supported Ccville's tion that stockmen be given five-year

leasestorar1gelardsintheReserves.

Considering the role of the stockmen in the knowledge-developrrent

65 Ibid, 26. 'Ihere is a question how much validity to ascribe to
Bentley's statement ard to the stockman he quotes. 'Ihey are rather
self-serving, ard would justify continued research along the same lines.
Unfortrmately, I have not been able to locate any sources against which
to ccxnpare his assessment. However, since these scientists were very
goal—oriented, i.e. , produce knowledge on the basis of which a
management plan can be developed that is consistent with conservation, I
think his statement can be taken at face-value. To falsely report that
stockmen were testi.ng ard adopting some of the results would defeat that
goal.

66 Filibert Roth, 1901, "Grazing in the Forest Reserves, Yearbook
of the Det of gicmlture, 345.
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process, they had validated the knowledge that provided the fourdation
forther‘esearchprograminrar1gebyadopti.r1gitintot1r1eir
range management practices. Furthermnre, these early had
successfully established an applied science research program. 'lwo
results made their efforts a success. First, stockmen could begin to
deal with the problens facing the range.Second,could,

ard would, build on the foundation they had oonstructed. 'Ihere
was, however, a negative element to the success they had achieved by
including the stockmen in knowledge—developuent: no one recognized the
value of Smith's method.

The knowledge—development practices of
tlmeneverthelessshared many similarities with those of other USDA ard
experiment station scientists. All talked with the farmers ard
ranchers, trying to identify and define their goals, ard to determine
what they really needed. At the same time, while they were getting to
knowthefarmersardraractrers, theytriedtoconvirxcetixeoften
skeptical farmers and ranchers of science's value. William A. Henry at
the University of Wisconsin, Eugene Davenport at the University of
Illinois, ard Eugene W. Hilgard at Berkeley all established successful
experiment stations because they understood the needs ard goals of the
farnersardranchersardwereabletoconvincetlrefaruersardrarxchers
of science's potential to contribute.67

Other USDA and experiment station scientists also attempted to
presentsciencetothe farmersardranchersirrsudxawayüxatthey
could, if they desired, do the science therrselves, or at least

67 See Rosenberg, 1961, 160-5.
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urderstard t.he science. Harry L. Russell, for example, recognized the

value of that approach during the campaign to eradicate bovine

tuberailosis in Wisconsin.68 No cure for tuberculosis had been

developed. 'I‘he traditional way to deal with infected animals, killing

than, wasunacceptabletotl1estocl<rr¤en. Russellbecameawareofanew

technique to deal with infected animals, developed by scientists in

Denmark: quarantining the infected animals. To convince Wisconsin

cattlanen, Russell fourd a sympathetic farmer, ard applied the method to

his herd. He thereby showed farmers, in a way they could duplicate,

thattheycouldbuildL1parsewherdofhealthyani1r1alsfromahe.rd

containing both healthy ard infected animals.

He then convinced farmers to use tuberculin, the diagnostic

scientists had developed, by performing posunortem autopsies on cattle

arourd the state, often at local fairs, showing than that even

apparently healthy animals often suffered frau advanced cases of

tuberculosis. Russell next developed a service li.nki.ng the farmer ard

the scientists. ‘Ihe farmer would inject the cattle, record the animals'

responses, serd the data to the University, where the scientists wou].d

analyzethedataardtellthe farmerwhatarmiualshadtuberuuosis. In

return, the farmer had to quarantine all infected animals. ‘Ihe campaign

proved a huge financial success for Wisconsin farmers because their

cattle became known arourd the country for being free from tuberculosis.

Coville, Bentley ard Snith shared many similarities with scientists

intheUSDAarde>cperi1r¤entstations. Bytal}<i.x1gtot11estocl<une11, they

had gotten to know their goals ard needs. By using the farm implements

68 This analysis is based on Beardsley, 1969, 25-34.
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farniliar to ,the stockmen to experimentally analyze the problars facing

thestockmen, theyhadensuredthatallstoclcrnenccnrldperformtlre

experiments, seetheresults, arddeterminetlrevalidityoftlrerrevv

knowledge for thanselves. In the process, they had shcvm the stockmen

the value of science.

Yet some crucial differences also these range

managanent from other government scientists. 'Ihey differed

most significantly in that they allowed the stockmen to propose and

evaluate experiments, thereby giving the stockmen an important direct

role in the knowledge-development process. 'Ihe did not just

dothesciencesothatüaestodmerrcmrlddoit, theyallcwedthe

stockmen to participate in doing the science. 'Ihat certainly contrasted

sharply with Atwater's view of government·sponsored agricultural

science. It also than from Russell, who turned to the

stockmen with knowledge the scientists had already developed. mrssell

merelysliowedthantlreecorrarric advantages ofthenewrnethod.

Furthexmore, thesethreeadoptedorreoftheircriteriato

evaluate the kncmledge—production process from the stockmen. Other

goverrmrent scientists relied only on üre criteria of their disciplines
to evaluate the knowledge — the criteria of the farrners ard ranchers

never played a role in evaluating the actual knowledge itself. 'Ihey

wereonlyinterestedinthecriteriaoft1refamexsardra1·x:t1erswhen

they tried to figure out how the new knowledge could be applied by the

faxmers ard ranchers. 'Ihese also adopted the "grazing

capacity" ccrrceptfxurutlrestodmen, ardtlrerebyensuredtlrattlme

economic concerns of the stockmen would have a direct influence on the
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future course of knowledge-developrxerat. last, they adcpted a
recommerdation to deal with the problems on the range frau the stockuen,
whereas usually the scientists would make the reoarmerdatioans, ard then
attemptedteshowwhythefamexsarndrarxäaersstxaaldapplytlae
recaumexdation.



CHAPTER 'IW0
8'IOCKMEN: FHM DIRECT 'ID INDIREXZT PARPICIPATION,_ AND 'H-IE SCIENTIFICATICN OF ·•¤·=•¤·· ·-•·-

Scientists in the early part of the twentieth century generated new

questions from the work of Coville, Bentley, ard Smith, ard adopted many

of their conclusions ard recommerdations.1 For example, in 1904, USM

agrostologist W.J. Spillman argued that scientists faced two major

problens: 1) determining grazirg capacity; ard 2) developirg management

methods "to secure the largest amount of feed from it [the rarge]

without permanent injury to t.he food plants ...."2 He also outlined

other problems: proper number of stock ard season of grazirg,

oonservation of native plants, ard introduction of other suitable

plants. Four years later, Gifford Pinchot argued that scientists should

ooncentrate on analyzing artificial ard natural reseedirg ard charges in

stock-hardlirg methods.3

Building on that fourdation, the new generation tried to be more

"scientific," ard adhered much closer to Atwater' s stardard for

research.4 Atwater's stardard created a social definition of research

1 For example, in 1904, Professor R.H. Forbes, the director of the
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, repeated their argument about
the 1ard—holding pattern. R.}-I. Forbes, 1904, "'Ihe Range Problem,"
Foresgg ard Irriggtion, 477.

2 W.J. Spillman, in the prefaoe to Griffiths, 1904, "Rarge
Investigations in Arizona," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Plant Irdustry, Bulletin 67, 5.

3 Gifford Pinchot, in the prefaoe to A.W. Sampson, 1908, "'Ihe
Revegetation of Overgrazed Rarge Areas," U.S. Department of Agriculture,
CircuJ.ar 158, 2.

4 For an account of the influence of Atwater's stardard on the
knowlecige-developrent practices in the USM ard the agricultmral
experiment stations, see Kerr, 1987, op. cit.. Although none of the
people cited in the discussion that follows cite Atwater to substantiate

56
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amorg USM ard experiment station scientists explicitly excludirg the
farmers or ranchers from the knowlecige-develorxrerxt process. As a
result, when examinirg questions generated from that fourdation, tkm
scientists alone desired to control the research. Yet the stockmen
still influenced the knowledge—developnent process in several ways,

although irdirectly. Nevertkmless, as a result of the charge in
research strategy, the irmediate utility criterion from
rarge management research.

Attemptirg to be more scientific, those scientists adopted a view
of science prevalent in much of biology. Diring the last quarter of the
nirmteenth century, many American biologists desired to make biology
more experimental ard quantifiable. 'Ikmy believed they could then
develop more certain knowledge ard generate causal explanations, hopirg

tkmreby to make biology more of a predictive science. 'Ihat view

motivated Frederick E. Clements, one of plant ecology's fourders.5 It

also influenced American scientists studyirg evolution ard animal

breeding. 6

· tors ard scientists in the USM ard tkm experiment

thei.r views, those views about the }Cl'X]nIl€l¥IEI1t process
appropriate for science in tkm USM ard tkm experiment stations are, as
Kerr shows, based on Atwater's stardard.

6 See Tobey, 1981, ard Cittadino, 1980.
6 American evolutionary thinkers, for example, were attracted to

tkm mutation theory as an alternative to Darwinism because it was more
rigorously quantifiable ard more open to experimentation. See William
B. Prvovirm, 1971, 'Ihe Origins of 'Iheoretical Qation Germtics
(Chicago ard Lordon: 'Iim University of Chicago Press). For a more
general overview of tkm attraction of quantification ard ttm
experimentation, see William Coleman, 1977, BiolQ Q the NirmteenthCent_;Qry: Problems of Form, Function, ard ';Q§ormation (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press), esp. chapter vii, "'Ihe Experimental Ideal."
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stations expressed their adherenoe to Atwater's vim of research in

several ways. 'Ihey began to exhort the values of "pure" science, axd to

distinguishbetweenreseardxontlaeoraehardardapplicatioxaontlae

other hard, arguing that the search for knowledge should proceed without

concern with its application. They also expressed that vim through the
establishment of applied-science disciplines, often in the College of
Agriculture in many of the lard-grant schools.? With that move they

hopedbothtoincreasetheirautaxarnyardtogaintlaerespectoftlxeir

peers in the "pure'° sciences, who often regarded than as farmers.8

Range managanent became established in the oolleges as an applied I

science between 1914 and 1920.9 I
IIn 1901, Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson stated that

scientists should not have to worry about application of knowledge, but

"mustbeabletodevotetheirti.111earder1ergyq11ite fullytotheir

investigations."l0 Two years later, he argued that conoern with
I

application interfered in knowledge developnent.

"There is a danger that t.he attention which the work of the
Bureau in promoting the actual management of forests naturally

7 See, for example, Beardsley, 1969, 64-82.

8 For example, Rossiter, 1979, 224, shows that economic
entanologists thought other scientists saw than as farmers.

I9 In 1914, Utah State College offered the first range managanent
course. In 1916, Montana State University established the first range I
rnanaganent curriculxmu, followed by the University of Idaho (1917)
ardWashingtonState College (1923). By 1953, fifteen schools offered an
urdergraduate degree, twelve a M.S. degree, ard three a doctorate. I
These figures are compiled from information in Arthur W. Sampson, 1954,
"The Education of Range Managers," Journal of R_age Managanent 7(5) :207-
12, esp. 210.

10 "Report of the Secretary," Yearbook of t.he Depa;'tn__@t of
gggiculture 1901, 68.
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receives may obscure the importance of the investigations which
it is corducting along other lines. 'Ihese investigations are
largely scientific in scope ard method, but always entirely
practical in purpose ard outcome."11

Other USM scientists ard tors also drew that distinction
between science ard its application. In 1905, E.W. Allen, a USM

scientist, stated that making knowledge utilizable had a serious
drawback, arguing it took too much of the scientists' time ard was "a
serious inconvenience ard interruption."12 Allen also thought that
politicians and the general public placed too much emphasis on extension
work, failing to recognize the contributions of the scientists.13 Ten
years later, D.F. Houston, Wilson's successor, clearly irdicated that

scientists used different criteria to determine the validity of
knowledge ard when it could be applied. "Many investigations, while
more or less successful frau the stardpoint of the scientist, have not

progressed far enough to yield results which can be applied safely to

improve agricultural practice. "14 He did not say how the scientists
determined when the research had progressed far enough, or what criberia

they used to make the decision. Nevertheless, he assumed they knew the

famerswellenoughtodeteunirehavardwtrentlrelurowledgecarldbe

used.

11 •·Reporc of the se¤1·e1;ary•· Yearbook of the oegrgrgc ar
griculture, 1903, 47.

13 E.W. Allen, 1905, "Some Ways in which the Department of
Agriculture ard the Experiment Stations Supplement Each Other," Yearbook
of the of Agriculture, 181.

13 mia. .
14 "Report of the Secretary, Yearbook of the t of

giculture, 1915, 15.
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HarryL. Russell'scareeratWiscor1sini.r1t11eearlypartoft11e
twentieth century reflected these attitudes towards agricultural
science. Hee>d·rortedthevalueofpurer*esearct1bot11inhisovvnwork

(for example, the research he did with Stephen M. Babcock on the role of
enzymesinthecmirirrgofclreese), ardasdeanofthecollegeof
Agriculture. 15 I—Iis objective remained producing lmowledge farmers could
use. But he thought he could best solve the dairymen's problems through
research designed to discover new facts ard develop new theories,

without concern for use.16 Russell, ard Babcock, carried that view to
anextreme: determiningthemeaningoftrrelorowledgetheyhaddeveloped

with respect to current scientific knowledge interested them more than
applying the knowledge - they actually hesitated to apply it. 17

Die to the emphasis on pure science ard because scientists
concentrated on research, the USDA created new means to bring knowledge
totheusers. Hrenewknowledgeoftendidrrotfittlresocialard

economicconcernsofthefanrersardrarxrlrers. Sincethenewknowledge
consisted of "pure" science, scmeone needed to explain it ard show the
farmers ard ranchers how to use it. In 1903, Wilson appointed a
Farmer's Institute Expert in the USDA's Office of Experiment Stations to
coordinate extension activities, but the extension system did not become

15 See Beardsley, 1969, 49-82.
16 'Ihe dairymen did not always appreciate that approach; whileRussell ardBabcockwerecarryir1gouttheirr*esearc11t11eyccxrv;>lairred

bitterly that such theoretical research could never lead to practicalknowledge, i.e. knowledge of use in their business. In response, whenmrssellardßabcockannounceduueirresultstouaedairyuerr, whichturnedouttobeveryuseftrl, Babcocklecturedtlreruontlxevalrreofpxrre
science (ibid., 58).

17 rbid., 55-56.
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fully institutionalized until 1914, when Congress passed the Smith-Lever

Act.

Attheheartoft11ee>cter'sionservice layasystemdevelopedby

SeamanA. Knappduringthe firstdecadeoft11etwer1tiethcerrt11ry.l8 To

convince farmers reluctant to apply new knowledge because they thought

they lacked the resouroes, Knapp developed a system where government

experts regularly visited "demonstration farus," operated by local

farmers concerned with earning a profit, to provide guidance ard

technical advice on how to apply the new methods. Urder an alternative

system, the farmers would only be provided with instructions, and were

then left on their own.

Knapp hoped to accomplish two things with this system. First,

since the demonstrations used only means available to every farmer, he

hopedtheywouldconvincethefaruersoftl1eusefulr1essoft11er1e•v

management practices. Secord, he saw the demonstrations as a means to

test new knowledge in local corditions. In l<napp's system, the users of

the new knowledge, the farmers ard ranchers, provided only the

materials, lard, ard stock necessary to carry out the demonstration.

They were not involved in developing the new knowledge, certainly not in

the way that Coville, Bentley, ard Suith had involved them.

'Ihat view of science ard extension provided the backgrourd to the

"scientification" of range management in the twentieth century as

scientists atteupted to deal wit.h the problerrs outlined by Spillman ard

Pinchot. Many range management scientists, including David Griffiths,

James T. Jardine, Arthur W. Sampson, J.S. Cotton, J.J. 'Ihornber, ard

18 'Ihis account is based on Scott, 1970, 216-54.
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E.0. Wooton, .played a more or less prominent role in that process.

Griffiths, Jardine, ard Sampson, however, made crucial oontributions.19

ANA'1'1'EMP1"1¤QUANI'IFY••G12AZIhI¥mP1tCITY'•: ¤‘AVIDGRIFFI'Hl8

Aspartoftheirefforttobaserarxgeuxarxagerrerxtonauxore

scientific fourdation, scientists attempted to remove scxre of the

subjectivity from the work of Coville, Bentley ard Smith. For Spillrnan,

the subjectivity in the method to determine grazing capacity that

Bentley ard Smith adopted frwom the stockmen became problematic. David

Griffiths developed a quantitative method he thought could serve as an

irdicator of grazing capacity. With quantification, he thought he

gained insights into nature, thus reflecting the social definition of a

scientists' identity. He was exposed to that view of the identity of a

scientist while earning his doctorate. Yet he was never sure what his

method actually rreant, ard was unable to eliminate the stockmen's

influence.
David Griffiths received his B.S. in 1892 and his M.S. the next

year from South Dakota Agricultural Collégéß in 1900, he earned his

19 However, see also J.S. Cotton, 1905, °'Range Management in the
State of Washington," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant
Irdustry, Bulletin 75; 1906, "Range Management," Yearbook of the
De_rLa_rtu_e_pt of giculture, 225-38; ard 1908, "'Ihe Improvement of
Mountain Meadows," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant
Irdustry, Bulletin 127; J.J. 'Ihornber, 1910, "The Grazing Ranges of
Arizona,°' Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 65; ard
1915, ard "'Ihe Eleven Year Experiuent," American Sheep Breeder ard Wool
Grower, Dec.:572-73; and E.0. Wooton, 1915. "Factors Affecting Range
Management in New Mexico," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 211;
1916, ••carrying Capacity of Grazing Ranges in Southern Arizona," U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 367; ard 1918, "Certain Desert
Plants as Emergency Stock Feed," U.S. Department of Agriculture,

{ Bulletin 728.
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Ph.D. frcxn Columbia and the University of Arizona hired him as a
professorofbotany. In1901, theUSI1AhiredI1i1nasabota11istatt11e

Arizona Experiment Station to carry out research at Arizona's Santa
AnitaRangeReserve, wherethefederalgoverrunerxttxadcreatedan

experimental range to examine range restoration.

Likethethreedescr·i.bedintl1elastcl1apter, Griffiths
started with t.he stockmen when he tackled Arizona's range problan. He
talked to stockmen throughout Arizona, ard mailed out a questionnaire to
another group of stockmen.20 Griffiths accepted their perception that

duetoovergrazingtherangehaddeterioratedtolessthanhalfof its

former oordition. In his experiments, Griffiths used tools familiar to
thefarmer, suchastI1edis1<a1dt11eharr·¤«r, toexaminetheeffectof

cultivating the grourd on revegetation ard on the soil's ability to

retain water.

Nevertheless, Griffiths virtually exclrded the stockmen from the

actual research, implicitly assuming that the expertise they had
developed as a result of 1nanagi.ng the range for years was invalid when
oompared to experimentally—produced knowledge. He did not seek their

i.nput when planni.ng and interpreting experiments, or when developing

ways to apply the knowledge. Even when experimentally examining the
value of the stockmen's methods for range cultivation, he alone

evaluated the results. However, he included the stockmen in an

experiment to determi.ne the plant species best adapted to local

habitats, but, like other scientists at the time, only asked than to

20 He stated that he mailed the questionnaire "to a selected list
of oorrespordents,'°(Griffiths, 1901, 10) but did not specify how or why
those particular stockmen were chosen.
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provide land ard labor.21 He also axcinaaa them when determining the
meaning of the experimental results. He stated explicitly that the

scientists would determine that meaning: "Sud1 an experiment would

enableustodeterminewhat forageplantsarebestadaptedtoyonar

1¤ca11ty.·•22 mus, the user or una knowledge no longer had any say in
determining how to use the range. Griffiths, the expert-scientist,
would tell them what to do.

To remove some of the subjectivity from determining grazing
capacity, Griffiths used a new method. He pu].led the plants out of the

grourd, clipped their roots, then dried ard weighed them. He performed

that procedure on eighteen tracts of range, each measuring fifteen by

three feet. In 1903, he used the method again, but performed it on

plots three by seven feet. He did not irdicate his reason; for reducing

the size of the area. In any case, it showed clearly that scientists

had yet to develop standardized experimental procedures.23

Griffiths' method shared many similarities with a method developed

by the plant ecologists Frederick E. Clements ard Roscoe Pourd. Between

1892 ard 1898, desiring to develop quantitative methods for the emerging
discipline of plant eoology, they created the quadrat method.24 'Ihey

would count individual plants in a fav small areas typical of the larger

21 sea criffiuus, 1901, 11.
22 mia.,
23 For a complete description of this method, see Griffiths, 1901,

15-6; and David Griffiths, 1904, "Range Investigatiore in Arizona," U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 67, 24-32.

48 7524 'Ihis discussion of the quadrat method is based on Tobey, 1981,
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area they wanted to study. 'Ihe smaller areas they called "quadrats."

Initially they decided on a quadrat of five square meters, but clements

later changed it to a quadrat of one square meter. By applying

statistical analyses to the results gained by counting the quadrats,

theyarguedtheyknewtheccmpositionoftkaelargerarea.

For clements, the numbers generated with the quadrat method became

morerealthannature. Bymeansofthedata, clexxexrtsttxcuigtxthegairxed

insight into nature that could not be seen otherwise.25 With that new

insight, clements argued he could the causal processes

responsible for changes in vegetation.

clearly, Griffiths' dry-weight method shared many similarities with

clements' quadrat method. Griffiths thought the weight of the
vegetation could serve as an ixdicator, whereas Clements concentrated on
numbers. clements recognized the similarities. In 1928, he argued that
in Griffiths' studies, "the quadrat method was employed more or less."26

clements, however, developed the idea for his method before 1900, and

Griffiths gave no irdication that he knew of clements' work. He may,
however, have adopted the method form other USM agrostologists, who

used 11; cd eneiyze the bdueny 6: grasses.27
Griffiths definitely intended this dry-weight measure to serve as

an indicator of grazing capacity. 'Ihe dry—weight served as an

indication of the amount of forage on the range. Since the amount of

25 rbid., 68 ard 72.
26 Frederick E. Clements, 1928, 727.
27 However, he did not give any references. 'Ihese USM

publications were at best only sparsely referenced.
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forage available determined "the amount of stock that can be carried
upon these lards,"28 Griffiths thought he had developed a rrethod to
express grazing capacity quantitatively. He also thought later
scientists could use it to calculate the effect of protection or
controlled grazing on the grazing capacity.

Although he hoped to remove subjectivity through quantification, he
had to re-introduce the stockmen's subjective opinion to solve one of
his problerrs. The dry-weight treasure did not give a good irdication of
theamountof feedonarangebecausethescientistsdidrxotlcxaow
exactly what plants the various kirds of stock consumed, ard therefore
did not know what plants to weigh. That posed a se.rious problem:
whether (ard how) to deduct the amormt of non-forage plants contained in
the weight. Griffiths here gave the stockmen a minor role in solvi.ng
the scientists' dilemma, thus re—introducing subjectivity. He esti.mated
"the non-forage plants by deducting frcm the totals thus obtained such a
percentage as seene justifiable, based upon personal observations as
well as the testimony of stockmen."29 He then summarized the dry-
weights in tab1es.3°

Furthermore, although he thought he had quantified grazing
capacity, he recognized so many rrethodological limitations shaped by the
stockmen's concerns that the question remained whether he had really

29 Griffiths, 1904, 24. Note that he was concerned with rreasuringgrazing capacity in te.rms of production. The stockmen's economicconcerns thus shaped future research, even among scientists who thoughtthe development of basic facts ard new theories should be the forms oftheir research.
29 Griffiths, 1904, 25.
39 mid., 26-30.
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masured gra„zing capacity. 'Ihe stockmen, thus, continued to influence

knowlecige-develogxruexit, albeit indirectly. First, stock would consume

all of some plant species whenever they had a chance, but would utilize

others only if forced to. Second, the stock could never graze the

plants as closely as the scientists had clipped them. 'Iherefore, "it

would be impossible for cattle to secure the sam amount of feed as is

indicated [in the tsb1ss3.·•31 mim, tns scientists had removed all
plant-life from the experimental area, not leaving any for reproduction

of the various species. 'Ihey had, in effect, seriously cvergrazed the

area.32
To compensate for these problems, Griffiths recognized he needed to

subtract a certain amount of forage from the d.ry—weight measure in order

to get an indication of grazing capacity. He analyzed briefly the

deductions he needed to make to the masure more realistic, without,

however, appealing to the knowledge of stockmen. He relied exclusively
‘ onhisownknowledgecorxcernixxgplaxats, hisovmopinionastohcwuuctx

of the plants could safely be grazed without damaging the range, and his

opinion on the amount of each species that cattle actually consumed.

Yet he never clearly indicated the basis for those opinions. After

making those deductions, he arrived at the conclusion that each cw

needed fifty acres per year to live off, or it would damage the range

31 rbid., 31.
32 Spillman also recognized that scientists still needed to

determine the validity of the measurement, proposing "to determine by
actual trial the amount cf stock this fenced area will carry without
deterioratingß Spillman, in the introduction to Griffiths, 1904, 6.
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ard face a _food shortage.33

A
Hethenappealedtothestoclmervsopiniorrorrtlxecxrrrerrtgrazirg

capacity of Arizona's rarges, which he had held to be invalid because
subjective, to corroborate his method ard prescribe range management
practices.34 He pointed out t.hat his figure came very close to the
fifty—acre estimate most farmers ard ranchers used.35 He ncted with
apprcvalthoseranchersthatstoclcedorrlyorresteerperfiftyacres. He
also criticized one who thought each steer required only thirt:y—four
acres because "the lard could not maintain stock at the above ratio."36

Griffiths, probably because he recognized the problerrs with his
method, didnotuseittogeneratedatainhisercperirrrentsonreseediixg

therargeorintheexperimentsontlrevalueoftlievariouzsuretlrods
stockmen used to cultivate the range. He interpreted those experiments
internsoftlrecorditionoftrxestard, whidxcculdrange fromverythin
to good. Nevertheless, he never articilated the criteria to determine
whetherastardwasgoodorthin. Frauall , heintroduced
another very subjective criterion: his own opinion.37 Since he tried to
remove the stockmen's subjective opinions from the science of range
management, he implicitly assxmred that his subjective opinion was

33 mid., 31-32.
33 'Ihat may, however, have been the only available base for<¤¤P¤I°lS¤¤·
36 He derived that fifty—acre estimate from the census of 1900. Hethus used the actual management practices of the Stockmen in 1900 as abaseline against which to compare his experimental results in 1904.36 mid., 34.
37 FO]? exampie, see crirrims, 1904, 12-13.
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better. Yet he never stated why he thought his subjective opinion was
better.

Subsequent scientists could eliminate the problercs inherent in
Griffiths' method. 'Ihey could analyze the kinds of forage stock
consumed, and how close they cropped the forage. Scientists could then
clip the forage at that height and various other heights to determine
howmuch feedthestocl<werer*eallygetti1·1g frcmtlwerarxgearrilxcxvclose
they could crop it without damaging the range. The question then
remainedwhetherthemethodvnildbeusefmutostoclcren, oronlyto
scientists. 38 Furthermore, it took a long time before scientists could
use his method. In 1909, James T. Jardine analyzed the difficulties
involved in comparing the grazi.ng capacities of different ranges, but
did not appeal to Griffiths' method to solve the prwoblens.39

Nevertheless, with Griffiths, range management had clearly taken a
different direction. He had removed the immediate utility criterion
from range management because his method required numerous calculations
and went beyond the stockmen's knowledge. 'Ihe stockmen could even
legitimately wonder whether his method contributed anything they did not
already know, especially si.nce he appealed to their opinions to solve a
problem and to corroborate his method. He had, furthermpre, implicitly
replaced that criterion with one rooted in the values of a scientist:

38
Subsequentwouldi.rrieedst11dye>cactlywl·1at sort offorage the various kinds of stock oonsumea, and I°£.1I'I‘iI'K] themes inrangemnageuents¤1dieswaudbewhatperca·1tageoftI1esta11dhadtobeleft at the end of the grazing season and what percentage of the heightof the plant the stock could safely graze without damaging the plant.On this point, see also Alexander, 1987.

39 see James ·1·. Jardine, 1909, ••o¤yote—Pr0¤f Pasture Experiment,1908," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, circular 160, 30.
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that quantification was good because it led to insights into nature.

EvenUm1gI1her·ecog11izedproble11s inhismeU1od, hecontinuedto

develop it because he assmmxed quantification would lead to better

insights that could provide the fourdation for continued use of the

range corsistent with conservation.

'Ihestockmen, however, stillexertedani.rdi.rectinfl11er1<:eonU1e

knowledge-development process. GriffiU1s measured grazing capacity in

teurs of productivity because that was how grazing capacity had been

definedd11etoU1estocJ<11xen's influer1ceonBentleyardSu1i.th. Dueto

the stockmen's irdirect influence, he recognized so many problems with

hismethodU1athedidnotevenuseittoi.r1terprethisoU1er

experiments. 'Ihe stockmen's time·frame my also have been inconsistent

with his time-frame: facing a serious crisis on the range, they wanted

it solved. 'Ihat my have motivated him to publish his meU1od, even

Umm he recognized probleus. 'Iheir time-frame Uierefore my have

limited his research time, preventing him from addressing the problems

he recognized ard thus from showing U1e potential of his method. 'Ihat

scientists required a much longer time-frame was mde clear in Uie

research of J.J. 'Ihornber, who continued GriffiU1s' research on range

restoration. He published his results in 1910, meaning Uuat Uxe total

experiment took ten years.4O

PRAC1'I —JAME8T. JARDINE

· Whereas Griffiths attempted to remove subjectivity through

quantification, another researcher, James T. Jardine, tried to do so

40 see mombex, 1910.
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through controlled experimentation ard by developing two new methods for
determini.ng the cordition of the range. Furthermore, wherreas Griffiths
did not prescribe management practices on the basis of knowledge
developed with his method, Jardine relied exclusively on his results
gained through experimentation ard with his new methods to prescribe hcm
stocl<rrrenshor1ldmanagetherar1ge. Onlyinorreiiistarrcedidtreturntoa

tOCOII’iOI&t€hiSI‘€S\l].tS, ardthenorrlytoprovetlrreecorrcxrric
feasibility of those results. For Jardine, however, in contrast to
Griffiths, the concerns of the stockmen provided explicit criteria
against which to evaluate new knowledge. Yet that did not mean that
Jardine allowed the stockmen direct influence on the knowledge-
production process. He internalized t.heir criteria, presuming he lmew
the stockme.n's concerns, values ard interests well—enough to judge for
them.

JamesT. Jardi.newasbornonarar1c:t1inIdahoin1881. In1905, he
received his bachelor's from Utah Agricultural College. During the
summers of 1905 and 1906 he strdied at Chicago, never earning an
advanced degree; but three schools later awarded hi.m honorary degrees
for his work in range management. From 1905 to 1907, he was a special
agent in the Forest Service. In 1907, Coville hired him ard named him
inspector of grazing in charge of the National Forest Range, with duties
i.nclv.di.ng range investigations ard surveys. He left in 1910 to become
director at the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station. In 1920, he
moved to Washington D.C., ard became an inspector in the office of the
secretary of the USDA. He retired in 1931, ard died in 1954.

In 1907, Jardine started a three year experiment, designed by
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Coville, to,determine t.he value of a range management method familiar to

most stockmen, but not applied often enough. His design reflected the

tradition intheUSMwhereknownmethodsweres11bjectedtotestir1gto

convincefarmer*sardr·ar1c:l·1er*stoadoptit. '1heexperiment'sgoalwasto

examine the possibility of increasing grazing capacity by modifying

stock-hardling methods, thus addressing one of the problens identified

by pmcbm:.41
Coville designed the experirrent to determ.ine the effect on the

rangewhen sheephadthe freedomtoroamardbeddmrrxwlmerettxeywanted

in order to show the value of that management method.42 Stockmen herded

sheeptoprotectthexufraupredators. Jardineargxxedtlaatherdedsheep

trample ard destroy the forage, ard therefore "a large loss of

vegetation by trampling is inherent in the herding system itself."43 He

created a predator-free environment by building a fence arourd 2,560

acresofrangelardtostudythebet1aviorofst1eepwhe11r1otl1erded. 'Ihe

stockmen contributed the sheep for the experiment ard their management

practioes provided the baseline against which to evaluate its results.

Toconvincethestockuenoftlxeusefulrxessoftlxeuaetlxod, Jardine

utilized a criterion the stockmen could urderstard to evaluate the

41 Jardine published his results in a series of three papers: James
T. Jardine, 1908, "Preliminary Report on Grazing Experiments in a
Coyote—Proof Pasture," USM, Forest Service, Circular 156; 1909, op.
cit.; ard 1910, "'Ihe Pasturage System for Hardling Range Sheep," USM,
Forest Service, Circular 178.

43 He thus experimentally examined the validity of an argument
proposedbystochnenardtheusefulrxessoftkaeuethodbasedontlxat
argument; see Coville, 1898, op. cit., ch. 1, footnote 18. 'Ihe stockmen
clearly influenced the scientists' experimental methods, even when the
scientists attempted to be more "scientific," though only irdirectly.

43 Jardine, 1908, 6.
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experiment; production. Although Griffith's had designed his dry—weight
method thinking that other scientists could use it to measure the effect
of protection or controlled grazing on the range, Jardine ignored that
method. Furthermore, in 1895, the USM had established a Division of
Agrostology. Scientists in that Division had studied the effects of
amongotherthingsgrazixagonvariollsgrasses, butJardinedidnot
utilize any of their methods or criteria in his experiment.

Jardine concluded that the management method he had examined
experimentally increased the grazing capacity, calculating that on the
openrangesheeproqmü1edfr¤n64to123peroex1tu¤rerar1gelarddurirga
ninety-day period.44 He thus clearly defined grazing capacity in terus
ofproductionasthenumberofacresasheeprequixedtograzenilxety
days, and used that as his criterion to evaluate the experimental
results. Jardine attributed the increase in grazing capacity to two
factors related to production. With the pasture method, "the forage was
actually consumed, while on the outside range part of it was destroyed
by trampling."45 'Ihe new method also effectively implemented a system
of rotation grazing, and, as a result, "the continued growth is more
vigorous, and a greater amount of forage is produced."46

Jardine utilized another criterion directly related to production:
theconditionofthe sheep. °IhätStI'LlCktOÜ'1€Y1€öICOfÜ1€
stockmen's immediate economic interests. Sheep grazed on the enclosure
weighed more and produced more and better-quality wool. The new method

44 see the table in Jardine, 1909, 21.
45 Jardine, 1910, 20.
45 rbid., 32.
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also prevented loss due to poison plants.47 Finally, Jardine recognized
thatwrlesshecwldshowrhowstoclquerrcarldapplytlneresnnltsontlre
open range, the results would not have any validity for them. Not all
stockrren canld build fences to enclose the range, especially since they
did not 0wn the lard. He therefore aatlined fair implications of the
experi.mental results forherdinguretkrodsorrtlrecpenrarrge. Most
herders alreadylonewthosecorrclusiorrs, buthearguedtl1eysha1lduraJ<ea
more conoerted effort to apply them, especially since his experiment had
sharm their value. "It is believed, . .., that a concerrtrated effort by
sheepmen along these lines will do much toward producing heavier sheep,
a better wool crop, ..., all on less rarrge."48

In addition to that experiment, Jardine also developed two new
methods to determine the condition of the range: the grazing-
reconnaissance method ard the range inspection method.49 'Ihose methods
were designed, respectively, to develop new management plans ard to

47 mid., 24.
48 Ibid, 32. To furtherurdersooreürevalue ofthenewmethod, heanalyzed the results achieved by J.W. Enmrons, a private stockmen whobuilt a ccyonte-proof pasture in 1907. He concluded that Emmons' systemproved econcmically feasible, ard stated that according to Ehnrmons "thepasturage system is the only way to hardle sheep." Jardirre, 1909, 38.
49 He did not, unforturrately, discuss haa or when he developedthose methods in any of his writings. He ard several other rangefirst applied the range reconnaissance method in 1911, onthe Ooconino National Forest in Arizona (Talbot ard Cronemiller, 1961,100). Other range ard forestry officials quickly adoptedhis method, even thangh he had not published it. An informal networkmst have existed within the USDA that allowed the idea to spreadrapidly. In 1919, he presented a summary aocamt of both methods in anarticle he coauthored with Mark Anderson (James T. Jardine ard MarkArderson, 1919, "Range Management on the National Forests," U.S.Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 790). That article quickly becamethe °'Bible" of range managers because it provided a synoptic overview ofall that had been learned abant range management up to that time.
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adjust existing plan.s. Even Umm the results gained with both methodswculd have an iumediate impact on the stockmen's day—to-day management
oftherangebyprescribixngwliattlieyslicuilddo, bothmeU1odsrequired
the expertise of the scientists. Both Uierefore clearly did not satisfyan immediate utility criterion, whic:h for Jardine played no role in
evaluating their validity. Both, however, did satisfy the cbjective ofrange management because both attempted to determine management methodsso that use would be consistent with conservation. Jardine, like
Griffiths, thus assunea that he could satisfy the stockmen's concerns bysatisfying t.he research program's objective.

Grazing—reconnaissance meant taking inventory of Uie range te
collect information in order to develop management plans best suited toeach range. By proceeding very systematically, the reconnaissance partycollected information to prepare a map "classifying the area examineainto grazing types, showing for each type Uxe location, acreage,
topography, amount and character of vegetation, condition of the range, _
available watering places, and cultural features. "SO Oollecting all
that information required a lot of time and money. 'Ihey therefore
developed range inspection, a less—intensive method that requi.red lesstime and money. It was developed to quickly assess current conditiens
on the range so that management practices could be adjusted imnediately.'lhe goal, therefore, was not to design a new plan, but to change
existing management practices.5l AlU1ough range inspection was less

it was also less accmrate, and Uaey did not intend that
50 Jardine and Andersen, 1919, 75.
51 mia,.
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it should take the place of range reconnaissance.

Thegroupcarryingouttherecorrraaissaricedidrmothavetobevery
experienced as long as it had an expert—leader, while range inspection
had to be performed by people with several years experience assessing
range corditions. Jardine ard his associate, Mark Anderson, focused
primarily on range inspecticn because it cost less ard was less time
consuming. They outlined seventeen questions the range inspectors
shouldaddress. Bymeansofthosequesticnstlieytlaomigtittkxeyrerzuved
some of the subjectivity from range cordition. Those
questions included analyses of stock-type best suited to the range, best
season for grazi.ng, current management practices ard intensity of
grazing, grazing capacity, erosion, principle forage types, present ard
necessary cultural improvements, ard whether a range reconnaissance wasneeded. 52

Jardineardmdersonthoughtthestoelorendidrxotpossesseriozigii
expertise about the ranges they managed to participate in range
inspections or to help develop the questions that guided the inspection.
Instead, they formulated the questions t.hat should provide the focus for
a range inspection on the basis of knowledge developed by range
management scientists ard scientists in sudr specialties as soil science
ard agrostology. Those studies had utilized controlled experimentation
ard quantification to develop new knowledge. Jardine ard Anderson, like
Griffiths, thus implicitly accepted that the socially defined stardard
for research that excluded stockmen ard emphasized quantification ard

52 Jardine ard Anderson, 1919, 76-79. They did not stipulate howgrazi.ng capacity should be determined.
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experimentation led to superior knowledge ard therefore should provide

the foundation for any plans to manage the range.

'Ihey realized, however, that implemerrtation of the results deperded

on the stockmen's cooperation. 'Do foster that cooperation, they argued

that "whenever oonvenient, during the process of the work, stockmen

concerned should be informed that work of this character is being

done."53 'Ihe inspectors, as experts, would then present the information

tothestockrnenardtelltlrernwhattodo. '"Ihe firdingsard

ions resulting from the inspection can be presented ard

explained to the stockmen most effectively through the advisory board of

the stockmen's association, where an association has been recognized by

the Forest Service."54

Jardinealsoattemptedtobridgetlregapbetweerrtlreercpertsard

the stockmen t.hrough rhetrorical devices. In 1918, he made an

interesting statement in a leading weekly magazine for sheep breeders.

After reviewing the knowledge the scientists had developed, ard arguing

that the sheep breeders should adopt the management practioes developed

by the experts, especially deferred—rotation grazing, he concluded with

a call for cooperation. "Close cooperation in aocumulating further

information . . . ard in adjusting livestock production ard grazing in

accordance with the new firdings is imperative to the most efficient use

of the range ard to its improvement ard maintenance."55

53 Ibm., 81.
54 mid. .
55 James ·1·. Jardine, 1918, "Improvement ard Maintenance of our- Far

Western Ranges," American Sheep Breeder ard Wool Grcwer, 10:368.
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Heappearedtoarguethatthestoclmenstraildbegivenamleih

the development of knowledge, but unforbanately never discussed the

nature of the cooperation. However, he questioned the ability of the

stoclqrentodeterrrühethecorditionoftlreirmmrmagesardtoadjust

their management practioes.56 'Iherefore, he li.kely meant that they

could play only a very limited role in knowledge-develogxrrent, e.g. tell

the researchers problerrs they faced in applyi.ng the knowledge, ard

provide the resources for demonstrations ard for tests to adapt the

knowledge to the local habitats. With that strategy he hoped to

establish sufficiently strong bords with the stockmen so that they would

adopt his knowledge in their grazing practices.
Jardine believed that scientists would ask better questions ard

generate better solutions ard therefore thought they should assume

control over range management. In both the encl ard when

discussi1·nghisr1ewuet11ods, heassumedt11att.l1e}<rxor«11e¤ige ofthe

scientists was superior to the knowledge of the stockmen, ard used the

scientifically developed knowledge to prescribe range management plans.
Although the stockme.n's concerns played a role in his evaluations, he

presxmedtolmowthoseconcemswellerurgtxtopresxrpposewlaattrrey

would use as criteria to evaluate the knowledge. He therefore assumed

that the superiority of the knowledge developed by the scientists gave

them the power to prescribe management of the range.

56 Jardine, 1919, cp cit. The 1918 article also p that
thestockmenneededthescientiststotellüieruvdaattodo, andwhenard
howtodoit. 'matwasthepurposeoftkaearticleinaleadiiigsheep
herders magazine.
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A1ZJZNKWI'1HPIANrEtßL¤GY-ARHIURW. BAMPBQI

Between 1908 ard 1919, the range scientist Arthur W.

Sampson established an intellectual connection between range management

ard plant ecology, primarily as articulated by Frederick E. Clements.

Sampsonadoptedbothaconcepta1*da1r•etI1odfr·cxnClerr•ents' work. He

made that concept the theoretical cornerstone of range management

science, butdidnotjustaocept itasdefinedbyClements. D.1eto

COl'1ti1’IL1$il'1f].1J€I1(3€fI‘Cll\".Z}‘1€, hechangedtheconcept

significantly. Sampson also adopted Clements' quadrat method. In

adopting that method, he furthered the trend towards quantification

begun by Griffiths. He also utilized both the concept ard the method to

prescribe management practices, furthering the trend Jardine was

developing at the same time, basing it on a stronger scientific

foundation by providing a theoretical ard methodological justificaticn.

ArthurW. Sampsonwasbor11i.11Nebrasl<a in1884. His fatherwasa

farmer ard banker. He received his bachelor's in 1906, ard his master's

in 1907, from the University of Nebraska. While at Nebraska, he studied

under Clements, the developer of one of the first theories in plant

ecology.57 In 1917, he earned his dootorate from George Washington

University. In 1907, Saupson accepted employment as an assistant plant

ecologist in the research branch of Forest Service; ard the next year,

urder the direction of Ooville, he began studying the possibility of r
natural revegetation of overgrazed areas at Wallowa National Forest in

Oregon. In 1912, he was appointed the first director of the newly

established Great Basin Experiment Station in Utah. In 1922, he assumed

57 Rowley, 1985, 103.
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t.he position of associate professor in forestry at Berkeley. In 1940,
he was promoted to full professor, retiring in 1951. Sampson wrote four
textbooks ard published close to 100 articles in federal ard state
publications ard scientific journals. He died in 1967, havi.ng played a
major role in the development of range as a science ard an
academic discipline.

In 1908, Sampson published a preli.minary report on the first year
of experimentation bo examine revegetation of the overgrazed ranges.
'Ihe final report, published six years later, described the experiments
he performed from 1907 through 1910, ard the application of the resuJ.ts
of those experiments in actual management of the range. 'Ihe experiment
was designed to test the efficacy of deferred-rotation grazing by
ccmparing it to the effects of two other systerrs of grazing: yearlong
grazing, ard yearlong or season-long grazing yet alternately letting one
section of the range rest for the whole year. He concluded that current
regulations on the government—oumed lards would not lead to revegetation
of the range.58 He duplicated Smi.th ard Bentley's argument that the

rangecouldbereseededmostecor1auicallyardquic}<ly ifthestockmen

practiced deferred-rotation grazing, ard added a new element to their
explanation.59 He argued that cattle when grazing would do the work of

58 See Sampson, 1908, 6.
59 Without, however, crediting his predecessors. Sampson's

argxmrent for deferred-rotation grazing was almost immediately
corroborated by a researcher in Wyoming (ä L.H. Douglas, 1915,
"Deferred ard Rotation Grazing," National Wool Grower, 5(10) :11-14.
However, twootherintheCaribouRar1geinIdahoard
Wyoming, Clarence E. Favre ard W. Vincent Evans, also experimentally
examined Sampson's argument. 'I‘hey argued that deferred grazi.ng was
impractical because of the physical environment ard because the forage
consisted primarily of weeds rather than grasses. They agreed that

iur _
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thestockmenbecause"thestoc}<wo11lddotI1eworkofaharr¤v1by

tramplingmostoftheseedsbaxeathtlresxirfaceoftluesoil, ardthereby

ensure a higher percentage of germination."60

Intheprelirninaryreport, Sarrpsonreadredarttotlredevelopirg

discipline of plant ecology. Both Ooville, in the introduction to the

paper, ard sarnpson implicitly utilized the idea of succession to explain

thedecreaseingrazirgcapacityontlrerarrgesardtoarguefortlre

merits of the experiment. ‘Ihe concept of succession was bei.ng developed

at that time by Clernents, one of Sampson's teachers at Nebraska. In

addition, sampson utilized Clements' quadrat method to generate data for

his study.

Clements, the developer of the first theory ard school in plant

ecology, made "successicn" the first paradigm in plant ecology.61 He

developed his concept of succession between 1900 ard 1916, when he

published Plant Succession, which quickly became one of the most

important books in plant ecology. He thought succession was the

deferred—rotation grazing worked best with grasses ard should be used
wheretlrerarrgewasbadlydauxaged, butotherwisetkroxrglrtthesystan
irrpractical because it required to much supervision and questioned its
applicability to all forage types (see Alexarder, 1987, 421).

66 Sampson, 1908, 20; see also Sampson, 1914, 147. Sampson

continued the experirnents until 1910, ard then applied the results for
three years on t.he Wallcwa National Forest in Oregon. Although he did

not explicitly say so, it appears he asked stockrnen to practice
deferred—rotation grazi.ng when they grazed their stock on the National
Forest, but never gave than a voice in setting up the experiment or
evaluating the results. Even when the stockmen practiced deferred-
rotation grazing, they were told what to do ard their opinion about the
results was not solicited. Only the experts were involved in developing
the knowledge.

61 Tobey, 1981, cnapters 3 and 4.
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"universal process of plant formation development. **62

Clements had a very neolamarckian, orrganismic, ard dynamic view of

sucoession ard of nature. He thought of plant formatiorrs as orvganisms

that went through a life cycle: growth, maturity, decline, ard death,

when they were replaced by the next plant formation. Successive plant

formations would sucoeed each other in stages. Eurthermore, climate was

the major determinant irrfluencing what plant formation would develop in

a certain area. Clements' neolamarckism clearly influenced his concept

of sucoession because he thought of the course of development as

virtually inevitable ard clearly directional, rather than rardom, ard

ultimately culminating with that plant formation best suited for the

climate in a particular area. 'Ihat plant formation Clements called the

climax stage. '*Sucoession is inherently ard inevitably progressive. As

a developmental process, it prooeeds as certainly from bare area to

climax as does the irdividual frau seed to mature plant."63

Regressive or retrogressive succession could not occxrr, ard he

explicitly ruled out the possibility that human actions, or human-

62 Frederick E. Clements, 1928, 3. 'Ihis book contains two of
Clerrents' most important books in abbreviated form: Plant Succession ard
Plant Irdicators, prblished in 1916 ard 1920 respectively.

63 Clements, 1928, 147. For a more complete analysis of Clements'
neolamarokism, see Tobey, 1981, 85-87. Rival views of plant ecology
were articulated by several people, most prominently by Henry C. Ccwles
at the University of Chicago (see Henry C. Oowles, 1901, "'Ihe
Physiographic Ecology of Chicago ard Vicinity, ** Botanical Gazette
31(2) :73-108) . For analyses that differ from Tobey's ard discuss these
rival views, see Joel B. Hagen, 1988, "Orrganism ard Environment:
Frederick Clements' Vision of a Unified Physiological Ecology" in gg:
American Develg@t of Biolgg ed. by R. Rainger, K.R. Benson, ard J.
Maienschein (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press), 257-80;
ard Eugene Cittadino, 1980. Nevertheless, the Clementsian view was
dominant in U.S. plant ecology until at least the 1930's.
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controlled actions li.ke grazirg, could cause regressive succession. "It
is conceivable that lumberirg, grazirg, and fire might cocperate to
produce artificial regression, but there is nowhere evidence that this
is the case."64 Such actions might temporarily destroy the area, but,
provided the climate did not charge, the original process of succession
would resume. He did recognize that if such actions persisted, they

might halt the process of succession. 'Ihe stage that would then be

maintained artificially by those actions he called a subclimax. As soon
as those constraints on succession were removed, the normal process

would resume, ard the subclimax would develop into a climax.66

Different plant formations could be because they

would contain different irdicator species: different ratios of plants or

entirely different plant species that could serve as an irdicator of the

stage of a formation's development. On the basis of the quadrat method

and succession, Clements identified climate ard the impact of the

vegetation on the environment preparirg the habitat for the next

vegetational stage as the primary causal agents responsible for charges

in vegetative formations. 66

64 Ibid. .
66 For a more detailed discussion of succession, see Clements,

1928; or for an analysis of the philosophical ard scientific backgrourd
to Clements' views, see Tobey, 1981, esp. ch. 4.

66 Clements' concept of succession had many similarities to the
idea developed by Smith in 1899. Smith, however, had only articulated
an idea without arguirg that it could provide a theoretical fourdation
to charges in nature. Although Clemerrts recognized Smith's
idea, heneverac}mowledgeditasaninflue1‘x:eonhison«mcorxceptof
succession (see Clements, 1928, 255). Clements did not realize,
however, that &nith clearly recognized both that human ard natural
causes could influence succession, ard that regressive succession was a
distirxct possibility.'°(See Smith, 1899, op. cit.) 'Iherefore, to gain a
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In 1908,n when Sampson first utilized the idea of succession, he did

notcreditaxuybodyasasomircefortlieidea. Clements, althoughworking

with the idea, had not yet published it. Sampson, however, was likely

exposed to the idea at Nebraska while Clemerrts was developing it. In

1913 and 1914, Sampson published two papers describing the final results

of his experiments, in neither referring explicitly to the quadrat

method or the idea of succession. However, he had built both the

concept ard the method into his analysis. Clements recognized that when

he noted that Sampson's 1914 paper took "into account the need of

thoroughgoing ard extensive studies of quadrats, ..., and succession."67

In 1917, one year after Clements published Plant Succession,

Sampson presented a short paper to the Botanical Society explicitly

discussing the potential role of the concept of succession in range

management.68 'Ihus, although he had already utilized succession

implicitly, he did not take the lead explicitly. Instead, he chose to

wait until his mentor, the "pure" scientist, had published his version,

ard then followed his lead almost irmediately.

In that paper Sampson argued against what he saw as Clements' view,
1 although without mentionirug it speoifically, that human actions could

affect the course of suooession. At first glance he appeared to follow

a purely Clementsian line: '°succession continues until the equilibrium

deeper urderstanding of the history of ecology, an interesting question,
beyord the scope of this analysis, is to what extent Smith influenced
Clements.

67 Clements, 1928, 228.
68 Arthur W. Sampscn, 1917, "Succession as a Factor i.n Range

Management," Journal of Fogggy 15(5) :593-96.
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is finally established between the environment and the vegetation it
supports."69 He continued, however, by axtlining harmful management
practices that can alter the cause of succession and cause
retrogressive succession. He concluded that due to those management
practices, "the stability of the type is interfered with ard the
invasion ard succession of transitory species made possible."70

Sampsonthaxghtuseofthecordeptofsxiccessiaiardtlieqniadrat
method made possible a causal analysis of changes in range condition
that caxld provide the fourdation for grazing compatible with the growth
requirements of the vegetation — and therefore compatible with
conservation. 71 He accepted Clements' argmmxent that une quadrat merhca
combined with the concept of succession gave scientists insights into
the causal processes responsible for changes in vegetation. Range
managers shaild pay partiailar attention to the cause of succession
because itwouldenablethemtounderstandtI1eeffectofgrazir*gontI1e
life histories ard reproductive abilities of the vegetation, ard thus to
unde.rstard the causes behird the invasion of new plants into a region.
He also used Clements' quadrats to gather data on the plant formations
because he thought them "of invaluable aid in seauing reliable data on
the changes in the type of vegetation."72

Utilizing the quadrat method ard the concept of succession i.n

69 Ibid. , 593.
76 mid,.
71Thatviewofthevalueofthemet11oda1¤itI1eOOI1OeptWaSölI‘€&dypresent in his earlier papers.
72 sampscn, 1908, 13. After making that argument, Sampscn referredhis readers to Clements' Research Methods in Ecolgy.
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developirg management plans would make rarge management more scientific,
ard therefore better. "'Ihus the management of grazirg lards, like that
of woodlards, is gradually beirg plaoed upon a scientific basis in which
applied eoology, ard particularly suooession, plays a prominent ard

highly important part."73 Relyirg on quadrats, rarge managers could
keep track of both progressive ard retrogressive suooession, ard of

chargestoominutetoinfluenoetlrecarrseofsxrccession. 'Iheyoould
then track when, due to overgrazirg, less-valuable forage species lower

on the successional scale replaced more valuable ones. He argued they

could use that data to adjust management practices: "On the basis of

such data it is possible to state authoritatively whether or not a

charge should be made in a given system of management."74 Sampson

deeply believed that scientific rarge management equalled better range

management. In the ooncludirg paragraph he argued that "lmowledge of
the successional trerd of the vegetation is well nigh le to

the workirg out of a judicious system of management."75
He reoogrrized that people needed special skills to utilize eoology,

ard by reoognizirg that limitation created work for USDA scientists ard
additional reasons to reach out to eoologists, who were also studyirg

suooession ard life histories. "'Ihe practical application of
successional studies to the establishment ard maintenance of a defirrite

vegetative type will be determined chiefly on the basis of the knowledge

one has of the successional stages represented by the different species

73 sampson, 1917, 596.
74 Ibid. , 594.
75 rbid. , 596.
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coupled with their growth "76 'Ihe stockmen would not have
time to fully develop that knowledge. The scientists, however, did; and
they co•uld then publish t.hat information for the consumption of
extension agents and stockmen. In the process, the scientists role as
experts would be solidified.77

In 1919, Sampson p.1blished a longer article on the role of

succession in range managanent that became a landmark in the
discipline.78 In it he provided detailed information on the nature of
succession, ardthemeansbywhid1tl·1esm1ccessior1al stage oftherange
could be recognized. He outlined the effects of grazing on the course
of succession - on its trend.

Ln that paper Sampson explicitly took issue with Clanents, while at

thesameti1nethelinkswithClaruentsardo1dr1erpr'cxr1ir1ent
ecologists like Henry C. Cowles. Emphasizing a linguistic case rather
thanonebasedonknowledgehehaddevelopedinhisprevionis

experiments, Sampson argued that succession could be both progressive
ard retrogressive. "Coming as it does frcm the Latin verb "succedo,"
meaning literally "I go urder," the word "succeed" originally had

76 mid., 695.
77 Provided, of course, that the stockmen accept t.he experts.However, the scientists played a role in the USDA in shaping grazing

policy on the public lards, ard in 1926 ard 1936, among other occasions,
oestified before Congress. The question, arises, here how much
influence the scientists really had on shaping policy, or whether their
advice was sought only to justify the politicians' decisions. Their
recommendations, however, clearly flowed from their research. And
whether the politicians just used than or really listened to than is, in
one sense, immaterial: their research would still be furded.

78 Arthur W. Sampson, 1919, "Plant Succession in Relation to Range
Managanent." U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 791.
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nothing to do with the superiority of one crop over another. "79 He
therefore exparded the definitic>n of successicn. "Succession is here
considered in the sense to "follow," "take the place of," etc., ard is
applied in a vegetative invasional sense."80 Sarnpson argued that his
conception of successicn did not create a new concept. Furthermore, he
admitted that the details of retrogressive successicn needed further

study.

"Regardless of whether retrogressive successicn occurs in the
samespecificse.riesasithasbeenrecordedtooccL1r
intheascerdingdeveloprenttowardtlreclinax, theuseofthe
term "retrogression" or "retrcgressive succession" is a
convenient ard self-explanatory term, ard its use in no way
irrvolves a furdarnental princip1e."8l

He ccncluded that analysis of his use of the concept by referring the

reader to the works of several ecologists who had studied progressive

successicn.

Before outlining how successicn, as he had re—elabcrated it, could
. be applied in range managanent, Sampson described the four principal

stages of range vegetation: first or early weed, secord or late weed,

mixed grass ard weed stage, ard the wheat-grass cover subclirnax stage.

'Ihe subclimax stage was the highest stage useful for grazing because the

clirnax stage was usually timber. For each of the stages, he described
the preferred habitat, the corditions for their growth ard reproduotion,
their physiology, factors that could disturb than, how much forage of
what kirds they produced, ard the palatability of that forage.

79 rbid., 6.
88 mid,.
81 mia,.
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For Sampson, the concept of succession as he had re-elaborated it

to include boüi progressive ard retrogressive succession, became the
fourdation for prescribirg rarge practices. 'Ihe subclimax
stage was the most desirable stage, ard the goal of practicirg rarge
manageuentbecanegrazirginsuchawaytluatrargecozaditiorxshowed
progressive succession. For each stage, Sampson listed the dominant
species. Trackirg charges in those species with the quadrat method
could reveal rarge cordition because "the species that are increasing
appreciably on the rarge invariably reveal one of two stories. "82 An
increase of species lower in the succession scale meant that "the rarge
is beirg utilized unwisely in one or more respects,"83 ard vice versa.

Sarrpson, interpretirg his data in light of the concept of
succession, then identified two main causes of rarge deterioration: too-
early grazirg ard overgrazirg. Both irduced a reverse successional
trerd because they either interfered with reproduction or removed too8
m1chcoverfromthesoil,therebyleavirgtJ1eareabarrenardopento
i.nvasion by species lower on the successional scale. ‘Ihe use of
bedgrounds ard stock—driveways caused overgrazirg because too many
animals were confined to a small section of rarge for too long.

On the basis of succession, he then prescribed more precisely how
the rarge should be managed: to protect against reverse succession, the
stockmen should practice deferred—rotation grazirg. 'I'hat would allow
plants to reproduce, ard also protect against overgrazirg because stock
would move to a new section of rarge before having destroyed the cover.

82 rbid., 73.
83 mid.,
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Deferred-rotation grazing also had the advantage that the stock would

help with the revegetation by working the seeds into the grourd.

However, rangeinthefirstweedstageslicnildrrotbegrazedatall.

"Ranges that have been so destructively used can not be grazed

without further deterioration. "84

Application of the concept of succession, as defined by Sampson,

requiredt.t1i.r1J<.i.r1gir1tirc¤e. Forclementstirxremcvedinorxlyorre
direction, progressi.ng. With Sampson's re- elaboration of the concept
itwasnecessaryto1¤¤wvmatthecor*ditimoft11erar1geint11epasthad

beensochangesinthetrerdsofsixccessionccxrldbetracked. 'Ibapply

that knowledge, range management scientists, stockmen, ard range

managers would have to keep track of changes in vegetation over ti.me in

order to urderstard the trerds of succession. 'Ihey could then adjust

their grazing practices to i.rduce progressive succession or to maintain
the subclimax.

i
'Ihinkingintime also providedanaidindetemiriirrg grazing

capacity. If range managers or stockmen saw reverse succession

occurrirx;,theycouldadjustbyreduci1·gtd¤enmrberofstoc}<ontI1e
i

rangethenextgrazingseason. 'Ihus, bykeepingtraclcoftliectrarrgesirr

irdicator species over time, ard by counting the mmrber of stock they

allowed on the range, they could make the adjustments necessary to

ensure scientific range management. 'Ib keep track of the irdicator
species, they should, of course, set up several quadrats on the range

thestockweregrazihginordertogerreratedatatkaatwasasaccnxrateas
possible.

84 mid., 74.
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clearly, Sampson's re-elaboration of succession differed strikingly

from the way ecologists, especially Clsnents, used it. Quite likely,

however, he did not want to antagonize the ecologists. Instead, he was

trying to establish a link between range management and plant ecology

becauseherecognizedthattheiruet11odsa11ico¤1ceptscox1ld¤1a1<e

valuable contributions bo range , even if range managers

needed to elaborate or to expand the application of those concepts and

methods. He therefore did not directly criticize their definition of

theconceptonthebasisoftlmelcxowledgetxepossessed.

As Clements used succession, it had only limited meaning for range

management, whereas Sampson's re-elaboration of succession gave it

meaning for range management. For Sampson to have adopted Clements'

strictly progressive view of suocession would have meant denial of part

of the tradition in range management. It would also have meant reducing

thepotential impacttherangemanagerorstocl¤1encon1ldhaveont11e

trend of suocession. Clements' visa was therefore inconsistent with the

identity of range managers.

'Ihe first range management had recognized that grazing

could damage the range. Range management research began because grazing

had damaged the range until the plant species that occupied large

sections oftherangehadnofoodvalue atall —orworse, therangehad

been denuded. Continued grazing could permanently affect the condition

of the range. 'Iherefore, for Sampson to have adopted Clemerrts'

definition would have meant denying the knowledge developed by his

predecessors in the range management research tradition. Furthermore,

hiso¤mstudieshadalsoshownhi1ut11ei111;¤actgrazix1gcant1aveon
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plants. .

Re—elaborating the concept created questions range managanent

scientists cou].d research, thereby making range managanent more

scientifically respectable as a research program. 'Ihey needed to

analyée the stages ard causes of reverse succession. 'Ihey could thus

claim to be respectable sciantists in their own right because they were

not only solving problars society, the stockmen, gave than; they were

also addressing questions that arose from their view of succession ard

thereby making a contribution to succession. 'Iheir view

of succession was based on the recognition of a phenomenon the pure

scientists had not recognized. 'Iheir analysis of that phenomenon would

contribute new knowledge, ard that knowledge could potentially

contribute to the scientists' , including theecologists'of

nature. Although that knowledge could also be applied in the actual

managanent of the range, they could claim to make contributions that had

meaning not only for society but also for science, ard claim to have

their own research program. In addition, instead of just firding ways

to apply knowledge developed by others, the ecologists, they tharselves

gaaerated new causal analyses. Ihus, by re-elaborating succession, he

had reinforced the view of the identity of scientists adopted as a

result of Atwater's standard for research.

Just adopting Clanents' concept would have made range managanent 1

less relevant as a research program. If climate ard the actions of

plants on their habitat were the primary causal agents responsible for

changes in vegetation, why study the impact of grazing? Clements,

although he had a life—long interest in making his knowledge relevant as
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potentially applicable to solve problans on the range, had almost ruled

rangemanagementx·eseard1cm1tofe>cister1ce. 'lheonlyreascntostmdy

rangeuanagenentwouldbetourderstardlxcwhwrxansccxildcreateard

maintain a temporazy subclimax. If people needed any other knowledge

pertai.ni.ng to the range, they could just turn to ecologists, who, if

necessary, could also study the creation ard maintenance of subclimaxes

by human action.

Range management's objective, developed because Ccville, Bentley,

andSmithallowedthestockmentoinflue1wcet.l1eirresea1:·c:t1, alsoshaped

Sampson's re—elaboration of succession. 'Ihat objective p that

human actions can have a significant impact on the vegetation, including

the trerd of succession. Sampson throughout his life accepted that

objective. In 1952, he stated that "range management is the science ard

the art of procuring maximum sustained use of the forage crop without

jeopardy to other resources or uses of the land."85 Yet if grazing

caudonlyhaveamimrardsecordaryinpactontlmetrerdofsxiccession,

then developing a system of range management that both maximized

production ard consexved the range by means of human manipulation became

insignificant with Clements' definition.

'Iherefore, even though scientists like Sampson did not allow the

stockmen direct influence on the research, the stockmen still influenced

knowledge-production because they had helped to shape the objective of

range management. However, they had only an indirect effect: they were

no longer immediately involved in producing the knowledge they were

expected to apply.

85 Arthur w. sampson, 1952.
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Sampson, thus, developed methods ard ideas that removed some of the

subjectivity from determining grazi.ng capacity ard deciding what kird of
range management to practice. In the process, he made range management

research more scientifically respectable. Yet he also reinforced the
need for the scientists as experts, further excluding the stockmen frau

developi.ng the knowledge they were expected to apply because only the

scientists possessed the prerequisite backgrourd knowledge. Like

Jaxdine, he believed i.n the superiority of the scientists' knowledge ard

relied on it to prescribe range management practices. 'I‘hat stards in

sharp contrast to the practice of the first generation of ,

who had cooperated with the stzockmen to develop management practices.
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COIELUSIQN

'Ihe traditional vim of knowledge—developuent in applied science as
just science applied to social problerrs can not describe the evolution
ofrangeuanagerrentresearcku. Ihroughouttlrefirsttvzodecadesoftlre

development of range management's research program, the stockmen exerted

either a d.irect or irdirect influence on the knowledge-developuent
process. Coville, Bentley, ard Smith allowed them to shape that process

directly; andeventhoughthenextgerrerationatterrptedtobdraveina

way they felt was more "scientific," they could never eliminate the

stockmen's influence entirely. The research carried out in the USM ard

the state agricultural experiment stations therefore needs to be re-

examined to analyze how wider societal goals, values, interests, ard

concerns influenced the goals, methods, concepts, and criteria of

scientists engaged in the applied science knowledge—production process. 1

'Iherewereneverthelessdifferer1cesbetweer1tk1etv•rogr*ourpsof

they differed significantly in their research practices.

Coville, Bentley, ard Smith in their research did what the stockmen did

1 A problem for those analyses is to develop a workable ard
relevant definition of society. Yet in most instances it should be
possible to identify relevant groups in the wider society that could
potentially have had an impact on the knowledge-development process
becausetheywouudbeaffectedbythermewlodwleigeortradsareoürer
interest in it. In this study, the stockmen provided that relevant
group, althoughthatdoesnot implythatr1oot11ergrr1pse>cistedir1
society that had an interest in the knowledge. 'IIo keep the analysis
manageable I concentrated only on the stockmen, but other groups, such
as the foresters who managed the ranges on the Forest Reserves, also
were affected by the knowledge range management scientists developed. I
chosetoconcentrateonthestodmenbecauseüweylxadtlreuostinmediate
interest in it. Future analyses will have to analyze range management
knowledge—developnent in a wider social context that considers whether
and how other groups in society influenced the production of knowledge,
ard also consider how developuents in other scientific ard applied
scientific disciplines affected that process.

95
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or could do in their everyday practioes managing the range, "going
native" with the users of the knowledge by being "scientific stockmen."

IheyalsorecognizedU1atU1estoch1er1'se><pertisemtI1erargehadsare

validity ard could be used to develop knowledge to deal with the

problens ontherange. 'Iheysetouttodete.r111i.r1ewhichoft.’r1e
stoc.kmen's practioes had validity, and why? Finally, they adopted the
stockmen's immediate utility criterion to evaluate their knowledge. In
contrast, Griffiths, Jardine ard Sampson focmsed their research

practioes on gaining more certain knowledge about nature through

contrwolled experimentation ard quantification. 'I‘hey denied implicitly
thatthestockmen'se:cpe.r‘tisewasvalidbecause itwasnotbasedon

knowledge-development practioes considered scientific. 'Ihey therefore

removed themselves from the stockmen's imnediate world, replaced the

immediate utility criterion with disciplinary criteria, ard pursued

their own set of questions in order to establish a knowledge-developuent

process that satisfied the stardard for scientific research.

'Ihe two groups also differed significantly in their social

practioes. Coville, Bentley, ard Smith established egalitarian

relationships with the stockmen and defined thenselves almost

exclusively in relation to the stockmen. Griffiths, Jardine, ard

Sampson excluded the stockmen from direct participation in the

knowledge—development process ard replaced the egalitarian relationship

withonewherethedevelopersofthe}¤1avle<igetoldt11eusersoftl1e

knowledge what to do. Also, although they presumed they had

internalized the stockmen's goals, values, ard interests ard thereby

defined themselves in relation to those concerns of the stockmen, they
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defined themselves primarily in relation to the standard of research

acceptable in the scientific conmunity.

Even though those significant differences between the two groups of

exi.sted, bothgroupssharedanothersimilarityintlnattlne
}mowledge—development process of both exhibited a tension between the

general objective of the research program and the individual goals of

the scientists in their research. Innplicitly, they assnmned congruence

between the general objective and their individual goals, which was

necessarytoarguethattheirlcxmledgecanldadnievetlnegenneral

objective. Yet that congruency was not always present in the historical

evolution of the knowledge—development process.

As an applied science research program, its general objective

contained two components. First, that cbjective p that

scientists could develop knowledge to manage the impact human beings

have on nature.2 Analyzing the interrelationships between ornganisus and

their environment in order to develop plans for the management of the

range to gain benefits without harming the environment is based on that
assunnnption. Second, that objective was oriented as much toward the

wider society as towarnd developing new krnowledge about nature. Society

applied the knowledge to manage the impact it had on naunre. une to

that orientation towards the wider society, society always shaped the

knowledge-developnent process, even if only indirectly. 'Ihe objective

of range management research, as articulated by Ccville, Bentley and

Smith, and adopted by subsequent generations of scientists, contained

2 ‘Ihat presupposition was based on another assumption: that human
beings are active agents who can have an impact on nature.
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both components: develop new knowledge that others in society, the

stockmen, couldusetoinsureuseoftI1erar¤;econsiste11twith

conservation. 'Ihus, although those cauponents can be for

analytical purposes, they were intimately intertwined in the general
mjective of range management's research program.

Although individual scientists in their research attempted to
satisfy that general mjective of the research program, the tension

arose when isolated one canponent from that mjective and

focused their research on that component too-exclusively. ‘Ihey

pthatarelationshipe.xistedbetweer1t.t1e1r¤eansardt11ee1*dso

that they could focus on only one component ard still satisfy their

general mjective. 'Ihe basis for that assumption was the implicit idea
that because the general mjective provided the impems for the
questions they examined in their research, their goal · answering those
questions — would satisfy both components of the general mjective. In

other words, because the general mjective was the scurce of the goal,

meeting the goal supposedly also satisfied the general mjective.
Yet questions for research are relevant only when they are

formu].ated properly, ard that introduces a problem: what does it mean

for a question to be formulated properly? Oonsidering the nature of the

general mjective in range management research, they should be

formulated properly with respect to both components of that mjective.A
'Ihe research of Coville, Bentley ard Smith suffered very little

frau the effects of that tension. By allowing the stockmen to
participate in the knowledge-development process, they insured that most

of their research satisfied both of the general mjective
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they had articulated for range management research. 'Ihey both developed

newknowledgeandensuredtliatotlrersinsocietycoilduseit.

Nevertheless, by allowing the stockmen as mdr influence on the

knowledge—development process as they did, they introduced the tension

by focusi.ng too much on developing useful knowledge to the detri.ment of

the development of new knowledge. &uith's method was ignored because it

was based on a scientist's of nature. His method could

serve as an irdicator of range condition, ard thus serve as the basis

for the development of a management plan. As Sampson later showed, the

insight on which he based his method was also valid. Yet because it was

notobvioustothestockmenwlmoparticipatedsodirectlyintlie

knowledge-developruent process how they could immediately use his method,

no one recognized the validity or usefulness of the method. Even

Bentley, who continued the research begun by Smith, did not recognize

the usefulness of the method. Scientists could recognize the validity

andusefulnessofthatmethodox1lywt1ent11esocialccr1te.>ct

knowledge-developrent had changed.

By attempting to be more scientific, the secord generation also

introduced a tension into the knowledge-development process, a tension

between the general objective ard the irdividual goals of the scientists

in their research. When the goal became developi.ng more certain

lmowledge through quantification ard experimentation, the questions they

phrased for research were prwoperly formulated with respect to only one

component of that objective. 'Iherefore, the tersion in their research

emerged as a result of the "scientification" of the applied science
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knowledge-developrrent process.3

'Ihe general objective presented the erd they tried to achieve. As

thefirstrreanstoactrievetliaterd, they focusedtheirresearchon

developing new knowledge that could provide the fourdation for more

scientific management of the range without about the other

component, use of that knowledge by others. 'Io develop new knowledge,

they i.ntroduced a secord set of means: controlled experimentation ard

quantification. By thus isolating what they should do, they adhered to
the stardard for research acceptable in the scientific community. Yet

in the process, they also introduced a tension between their individual
goals in the research they conducted attempting to develop new knowledge

ard the orientation towards the wider society. 'Ihey nevertheless

generally ignored that tension ard pursued their research in accordance

with that standard.

Griffiths' dry—weight method provided the clearest example of the

tension between the research program's objective ard his goals in his
research. Griffiths set out tb determine how mich forage a particular

range produced. 'Ihat question clearly had relevance with respect to the

objective of the research program because the amount of forage

determined how many animals the stockmen could graze on a range without
damagi.ng it. Yet he then addressed that question in isolation, not
concerned with the applicability of his method. He focused his researc·h

in
3 For a more general view of the goal-oriented nature of scientific

research, see Ron Johnston ard Tan Jagtenberg, 1978, "Goal Direction of
Scientific Researoh," in 'Ihe glvrgcs of Science and Technolggy.
Sociclgg of the giences, Volume II, ed. by Wolfgang Krohn, Edwin T.
Layton, ard Peter Weingart (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Publishing
Company), 29-58.
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on answering the question in accordance wit.h the stardard for scientific
research. As a result, he reforrrulated the question ard was only
concerned with gaining a quantitative measure of the amount of forage,
without wondering before he set out to generate those numbers what they
actually meant. He developed a new method that gave such a quantitative
indication in terrrs of the dry-weight of the forage. Yet that dry-

weightdidmttellhimanythirgabqrttlremmüaerofarximalstlratccrrld

grazeontherange, ardcculdcertainlymtbeusedbytlrestoclmenas

the fourdation for their management practices on the range.

'I'herefore, the way he reformulated the question when attempting to
exhibit the identity of a scientist was not the proper way to rephrase
the question with respect to the objective of the research program. It

ignored range management's orientation towards society, particularly the
orientation towards the stockrren, and the influence that orientation
would have when he had to interpret what his method actually meant. ‘Ihe
question was only properly rephrased with respect to the goal he set for
his research: gain a quantitative irdication of the amount of forage on
the range.

Griffiths also had to introduoe a two-stage evaluative procedure
into the kncwledge—developne.nt process as a result of his attempt to be
more "scientific." He first determined whether his method adiieved the
goal he had set for himself. 'Ihe implicit criterion in that evaluation

was whether he had satisfied the stardard for scientific research, i.e.

whether he had developed a method that could provide a quantitative

insightintonature. Onlythendidheattempttodeterrnirxevvlrattlxe
measure actually meant for the actual management on the range. 'Ihus, as
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a conccmitant to the tension between the general objective ard

irdividual researdr goals, another tension emerged in the validating
process because scientists had to use different criteria to evaluate two

different kirds of meaning of new knowledge. 'Ihey assumed congruency

between these two validating processes, just as they assumed congruence

between goals ard objective.4

Later scientists would fine—tune Griffiths' method ard develop

other quantitative methods to determine how mach forage a range

contained ard how mudr could be used without damaging the range, yet
continued to worder about t.he meaning of those ts. In 1949,

the range management researoher Harold F. Heady reviewed several of

those quantitative methods, including a weight method. He concluded
that "therealproble1uisrrott1‘1e ..., becausemanyofüre

above methods will give accurate , but the interpretation of

those s."5 He also observed that most range management

researdrers did not use quantitative methods to determine the cordition,

grazing capacity, ard degree of use of the range, relying instead on
estimates. "From the stardpoint of actual management of range lard the

methods based on estimation seem to have fourd the greatest favor."6

Furthermore, according to Heady, they were justified in relyi.ng on

4 Smith mist also have used two-stage evaluative procedure, one to
deteruünewhetherüreinsightonvddchhebasedhisuedrodwasvalid,
ardthenanothertodeterminetlreueaniragofttratuetlrod fortheactual
management of the range. However, because he, due to the influence of
the stockmen, focussed his researdr on developing knowledge of use to
others, that two-stage process did not show up as clearly in his account.

5 Harold F. Heady, 1949, "Methods of Determining Utilization of
Range Forage," Journal of e Management, 2(2) :61.

6 mid,.
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estimates: '*Even though the determinations may not be quite as aocurate

as those with the methods, they are usually sufficiently

aocurate for efficient management. "7 Methods based on estimation,

however, never figured as prcmirently in range management research, or

in his review. Even though they satisfied both carponents of the

general objective, they probably were not pursued further because they

were not congruent with the identity of scientists, i.e., they were not

based on quantification ard controlled experimentation.

'Ihe tension between the gereral objective ard the irdividual goals

of scientists inü1eirresearcI1wasretasobviox1s inthemethods,

concepts, andcriteriaJardireardSaupsonusedint1eirresearch. In

part, both avoided some of that tension because they focused part of

their research on testing various managauent practioes. 'Ihey tlereby

oriented their research directly towards tke consumers of the knowledge,

ard that orientation influenced their methods. Both also presxmed to

}G'1CXdth€OODC€IT1SOfth€StOC}QTEIlW€ll·€I1C1@’1‘COjLKÄg€ forthemwhether

theycouldardshouldusethe knowledgetrescientistshadslxosantobe

valid ard useful. 'Ihose concerns influenced how they formulated their

research questions ard influenced the criteria they used to determire

the results of their experiments. Jardine, when Ye developed his new

methods to determire range oordition, also focused directly on

evaluating ard changing current management practioes ard developing rew

management methods. Sampson, when he re—elaborated the concept of

succession, was influe.nced by tte general objective of the research

program. The wider social concerns that provided a crucial component of

7 Ibid. .
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that general ·objective thereby shaped his re—elaboration. Their

results, therefore, whether in the form of new methods, management

practices, or re-elaborated concepts, reflected both ccxnponerrts of the

general objective to a larger extent than did Griffiths' method.8

Still, the research of both contained the seeds of that tension

because both accentuated the distinction between users ard scientists,

arguing that the developnent of plans for the management of the rarge

requiredexpertiset.hestocl<nrnendidr1otpossess.9 Inardof itself,

that distinction does not have to lead to increased tension between the

scientists' goals ard the objective of the research program. The danger

exists, however, that the scientists when they develop their expertise

furtherr·ercn¤vet1nennselves frcmtheconcernsoftlxestoclanenwkncxrntlney

think they are helpirg. The knowledge-developnnent process then no

longer reflects the concerns of the stockmen, but reflects the

irdividual goals the scientists try to adnieve in their research, thus

creating the tension by influencirg the applied scientists' choice of

methods, concepts, and criteria to use in their knowledge-develognzrnent

process. Although the new knowledge they develop may be valid in

disciplinary terms, it may no lorger be useful to address the problems

in society for which the scientists think they are developing new

8Asaresult, someoftheirreccnnmendatiornswereadoptedby
stockmen, whereas Griffiths' method was not. For example, by 1915 the
mostsuccessful sheepownersinTexashadadoptedthepast:.nresyste1u
advocated by Jardine, although only after the wolf had been exterminated
(see B.L. Crouch, 1915, "'Ihe Herdirng System Givirng Way to the Pasture
System," American Sheep Breeder ard Wool Grcwer June:252—3) .

_t 9 see sampson, 1917, cp. cit., and Jardine ard Anderson, 1919, op.
ci ..
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knowledge.1Q Thus, even though wider social concerns still influence

the knowledge-development process irrplicitly, the scientification of
that process then leads to a tension within that process.l1

10 Harold J. Iaski, 1931, 'Ihe Lrlu''tations of the Qg (Lordon:
‘IheFabianSociety), isalsoooricerrredt11atasaoft11e
distinction between ard the of society, the experts' advice
no longer addresses soc1ety's problems in ways Urat are sensitive to
socie 's concerns. I am grateful to Dr. Raphael Sassower for this

‘=Y .reference to Iaski (Raphael Sassower, "'Ihe Social Role of Specialists,°'
unpublished manuscript) .

11 'Ihat happened as scientists worked out many of the details of
Sampson's re—elaborated conception of suocession. He published another
paper in 1926 with Harry Malrrsten in which he worked out details for the
use of irdicator species among the rreanings of various
irdicator species for actual range managment. See Arthur W. Sampson ard
Harry E. Malmsten, 1926, "Grazi.ng Periods ard Forage Production on the
National Forests,°' U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 1405.
Sampson however wasremarkablebecauseinalrrrc>stallhisr‘esear·cl1he
was able to oongruence between both components of objectivebecausehe ftolcussedrravirdrofhisreseardronqrrestiorrstliaxtcäitdälrectly
a wi er soci concerns. were ways as
successful. 'Ihey generated questions on the basis of problme they
perceivedinthemethodsardcomeptstlreyused. 'Iheythendevelopednew
or refined rrethods ard concepts to deal with those problmrs. Although
they assurred that answers•to those would also solve the
problmrs i.n the wider society, by focussing on problms that merged
internal to their discipline, they actually often i.ncreased the distance
between thmrselves ard the wider society. In the 1950's, one range
managment scientist recognized that scierrtists had concentrated too
much on developi.ng new knowledge ard too little on whether ard how that
knowledge could be used thus pointi.ng to the what I have called the
tension between research goals ard general objective. See H.R. Hochrmrth,
1954, "A Continuing Appraisal of Range Managment," Journal of @e
Managment, 7(4) :14;-8. Hochmuth, howewrxier, was a member of a very small
minority. For examp es of scientists were not as successful as
Sampson in achieving congruence between both cauponents see H.H.
Biswell ard J.E. Weaver, 1933, "Effects of Frequent Clipping on die
Developrent of Roots ard Tops of Grasses in Prairie Sod," _Eg•;<gy,
14(4):368-90; T. Icrmrasson ard C. Jensen, 1938, "Grass Volurre Tables for
Determining Range Utilization," Science, 87(2263) :444; D.F. Costello ard
G.T. Turner, 1944, "Judging Cordition ard Utilization of Short—Grass
Ranges on the Central Great Plains," U.S Departuent of Agriculture,
Farr1er's Bulletin 1949; Lincoln Ellison, 1949, '"Ihe Ecological Basis for
Judging Cordition ard Trerd on Mountain Range Iard," Journal of

, 47:789-95; R.R. Humphrey, 1949, "Field Comments on the Range
Condition Method of Forage Survey," Journal of @e Managment, 2(1) :1-
10; E.J. Dyksterhuis, 1949, "Cordition ard Managment of Range Lard

r
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InSampson’sresearch, thetensionalsoappearedinüaecriteriahe

utilized to determine the validity ard usefulness of the uethod ard
conceptheusedinhisresear·d1ardtopr·escr·ibepractices.
He adopted the concept of succession, after re-elaborating it, ard the

quadrat method because, like Clmerrts, he believed they provided him

with insights into nature that could not be gained any other way. In

his 1917 paper he first outlined the "scientific" uerits of both the
conceptardtherxeüiod, a1ddidthesa11eint11efirstpartoftI1e1919

paper. Only then did he attmnpt to show how those "scientific" insights
could provide the fourdation for better range managment. He, like

Griffiths, thus implicitly between his goals as a
scientist ard the general objective of the research program, ard used a

two-stage validating procedure. But, in contrast to Griffiths, Sampson

successfully achieved congruence between his goals ard the objective ard

between the two validating processes because his re-elaboration of the

concept was influenced by the wider social orientation of the research

program.

Although the scientification of the research process caused the
scientists to focus too exclusively on one component of their general

objective, it also allowed them to develop new lmowledge that could not

have been produced otherwise. 'Ihrough ccntrclled experirrerrtation ard

quantification both Jardine ard Sampson also developed insights that

allowed scientists to generalize across habitats to develop ard adjust

Based on Quantitative Ecology," Qournal of e Managment, 2(3) :104-
15; ard Kenneth W. Parker, 1954, "Application of Ecology in the
Determination of Range Oordition ard Trerd," Journal of @e
_Mg_r@ment, 7(1):14-23.
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management practices. 'lhey thereby made it possible for other

scientists to utilize short cuts when prescribing 1

practices. 12 Those scientists would not have to duplicate their

efforts. Sampson, for exarrple, recognized that the list of indicator
plants he outlined suited only the habitat where he had developed it.

Healsorecognized, however, thathecouldusehisofthe

plant world and the concept of succession to generalize to other

habitats. "'Ihe plants here listed as indicators of range conditions are

notnecessarilythesameasthoseofotlxerregionasintlxewest. Asa

rule, thesamege11erawillberepresen1:ed, butinuxanyirxstarscestlxe

species will be different."13 It is doubtful that those insights that

allowed such generalizations could have been developed without the

expertise range management scientists developed as a result of

attempting to be more scientific.

Benefitstothestoc1¤renthusemergedx1etot11eintrod11ctionoftI1e

tension into the knowledge—developnent process, even though the

application of those benefits required the knowledge of experts. 'Ihe

esoteric knowledge scientists develop as a result of pursuing their own
goals in their research could be applied. 'Ihe scientists or extension

agents could often explain the more abstract knowledge, or the

implications of that abstract knowledge for the actual management of the

lzlhispartofthediscussionowesnxxztxtotvaopapexsanalyzirxg
the role of theory in ecology. See D.B. Botkin, B. Maguire, B. Moore
III, H.J. Morowitz, ard L.B. Slobodkin, 1979, "A Fourdation for
wlogical 'Iheory, Memorie dell'Istituto Italiano Q Idrobiolgia
Supplement 37:13-31; ard L.B. Slobodkin, 1988, "Intellectual Problens in
Applied Ecology," Bioscience 38(5) :337-42.

13 sampson, 1919, 74.

1
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range, tothestockmensotlieycomilduseit. Attimes, furthermore, the

tensionaroseduetotheeconanicardsocialcontextoftluestocloruen.

But the scientists ard extension agents often could adapt the knowledge

tofitthesocialardeconanicconcernsoftlxestodmen.

Nevertheless, the assxmption that only range managanent based on
knowledge developed by the scientists through quantification ard
experirnentation can provide the fourdation for use consistent with
conservation introduces the tension. 'Ihere is then no reason to develop

knowledge useful to the stockmen, or that a use—orientation should be
part of the knowledge—development process. The scientists can go ahead

ard pursue their can goals in their research, believing they are helping
the stockmen, ard unaware that wider social concerns are still

influencing their knowledge—develop1¤ent process. 'Ihe only remaining

problan for than then concerns extension work to insure that the

stockmen actually use the knowledge. Yet although extension work could
overoome certain elanents of that tension, it could never be eradicated

because that tension was ingrained into the knowledge-development

process when range managanent attaupted to be more
scientific ard distinguished between experts ard stockmen. As a result,
although they developed knowledge they considered valid with respect to
thestandard forreßeardx, eventheycouldnotdeteurnirxehowtlaat

knowledge actually helped the stockmen.

Furthermore, many stockmen questioned whether the knowledge

produced by the scientists could actually provide the fourdation for

range use. 'Ihey argued that the scientists had not discovered anything
new, ard they questioned whether the research pertained to actual range
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management.14 Implicitly, therefore, they argued that range management

hadnotmettheger1eralobjectiveofrar1geasan

applied science.

'I‘he scientists contributed to that attitude among the stockmen by

arwguing that only "scientifically" developed knowledge could provide the
foundation for range management. 'Ihey unnecessarily set two knowledge-

development processes that shared a camnon objective in cpposition to

each other: their own, based on quantification ard experimentation,

versusthatofthestockmen, basedonexperierdeardcarumnsernse. When

even the scientists could not artiwlate why the knowledge they

developed had meaning for the actual management of the range, the

stoclonen, not surprisi.ngly, raised serious questions about the nature of

the knowledge-development process of the scientists ard continued to

rely on their own.15

mny range managerrent in the 1950's, when reviewing

their acccmplishments in further developing the basic framework for

range management science laid down by Griffiths, Jardine, ard Sampson,

alsoworderedwhystoclmendidnotusemreoft11e}¤¤vledgedeveloped

by the scientists. 'Ihey continued to assume congruency between goals

14 See Rowley, 1985, 111. 'Ihe way Rowley describes it, the
stockmen already questioned the usefulness of much of the scientists'
knowledge by about 1915. However, his account is very sketchy, ard
furtherresearchanalyzingtheresporrsesoftkiestoclurrentotlie
scientists' knowledge in the twentieth century is certainly necessary.

15 This possibility that the scientists contributed to that
attitrdeairongthestoclmenneedstobeeicamirxedfrrrtlierinfuture
research. Interestingly enough, the stockmen quickly adopted most of
the knowledge developed by Ccville, Bentley, ard Smith, who had not
created such an opposition between the two knowledge-developrent
processes.
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ard objective ard between the two validating processes, ard that only
newly developed scientific insights could provide the fourdation for
range use consistent with conservation.

In 1953, L.A. Stoddart, a prcminent scientist ard textbook writer,
argued that scientists ard stcckmen shared the same general cbjective:
"I do not believe that we are basically different in our objectives in
range management regardless of affiliation."16 He thought this should
cause scientiststoexaminewhethert1'reyhadr11ettl1er1eedsoft11e

stockmen. "Fearless examination of principles, techniques ard policies
seerrs furdamental to harmonious solution of the many problems which

now face the range user ard range tor."17 Yet he did not

ürirüctlatürerealsqrrceoftheproblernwasinbeddedinüreloaowlaige-

developnent process. Instead, he located the problem in the way the

stockmen perceived the scientists' knowledge as the fourdation for the

source of power over their personal lives. "Range management should be

as welcome to the rancher as rain. Too often he associates it with
curbs ard controls — he fears it."l8 ‘Ihus, although he recognized a

problem, he could not accept that it could also have a source in the

knowledge-development process. He firmly believed that only a

knowledge—development process focmsed on goals scientists set for
therrselves ard utilizing means recognized as scientific could provide

16 L.A. steddarc, 1953, •·Unanrn1::y - om: Key to Progress in Range
Management," Journal of gage Management, 6(3) :146.

17 11616..
18 rbia. .

1 _
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the foundation for betterrangeIn

sum, when applied scientists like rangemanagmentfocused

on either component of the general objective of their research
program to t.he detrirrent or exclusion of the other, it limited the

knowledge-develognent process. As a result of such a too-exclusive

orientation, they eit.her excluded knowledge that possessed validity in

disciplinary terus ard that could provide the fourdation for the

development of range managment plans, or t.hey limited even their own

ability to understard how the knowledge they developed had ueaning with

respect to t.he wider society.

'Ihat tension between general cbjective ard irdividual research

goals may well be a characteristic of other applied sciences. Applied

sciences seek specifically to develop knowledge in order to facilitate

the human manipuJ.ation of nature ard are thereby oriented towards the

wider society that uses that knowledge to manipulate nature. 'Ihat

orientation towards the wider society often influences the objectives,
methods, concepts, ard criteria applied scientists use in their
knowledge—development process, though usually only irdirectly. 'Ihat

19 Other scientists also saw scientification of research as the
only way to develop knowledge to solve the stockmen's problems. See
Arthur W. Sampson, 1936, "Research Problms Pertinent to Better Range
Managment," The Michigag Forester, 17(6):10—15, 39-41; A.W. Sampson,
1955, "Where we have Been ard Where we are Goi.ng in Range Managment,"
Journal of R_ggge Managment, 8(6):241-6; ard E.J. Dyksterhuis, 1953,
"Soue Notes ard Quotes on Range Education," Journal of Rlrge Managment,
6(5) :295-8. However, see Hochmuth, 1954, for an alternative point of
view. 'Ihe Journal of @e Managment occasionally published papers by
stockuen who argued that scientists should receive more of a practical
education ard who saw the further scientification of research as a
problem; see George E.- Weaver, 1953, "Range Education from the manchers'
Viewpoint," Journal of e Managt, 6(5) :307-8; ard E.O. Moore,
Jr. , 1954, "Range Managment on the Q Ranch rear Carlsbad, New Mexico,"
Journal of Bange Managment, 7(1) :23-4.
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orientation also introduces so many variables into the knowledge-
developnent process that the applied scientists are forced to isolate

certainelementssotheycanfocmzstlxeirresearcli. Inthatsensethey

are similar to "pure" scientists. Furthermore, like "pure" scientists,
they assume that certain background conditions remain unchanged. i

JardineandSampson, whentheyimplicitlyassumedtlieylcaewtlxestoclmen

so that they could prescribe management practices they thought satisfied

thestockmewsconcerns, alsoasstmxedthosecorxcerxisoftlxestoclarenhad

notchangedduringtheconirseoftheirreseardx. However, because

isolating only one component of the general objective may mean that the

individual goals of the scientists no longer satisfy the concerns of the

wider society, the applied scientists face a problem their peers in the

"pure" sciences do not have to worry about.

At least part of the time, applied scientists have to decide how to

isolate a question for research in such a manner that they do not lose

their orientation towards the wider society. Yet the belief that only a
"scientific" knowledge—development process can provide the foundation
for the management of nature remcves the scientists from that

orientation towards society.20 At the same time they have to insure

that they are far enough removed from the orientation towards the wider

society. They have to insure they have the opportunity to pursue their

goals utilizing their own means so they can make the contributions only

a "scientific" knowledge-developuent process can make, such as knowledge

that allows generalization across habitats. 'Ihat orientation towards

20 'Ihey generally ignore the tension by attempting to ignore the
orientation towards the wider society.
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two not always ccngruent cbjectives imxoduces a tension into the

knowledge—develop:ent process that, in addition to the influences of the

wider society on that process, helps the applied science

k1”K]nll&ig€'d€V€lO{1I'€I1t process from that in the pure sciences.

l
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